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“Let us not be content to wait and see what will happen, but give us the 

determination to make the right things happen.” 

  

— Horace Mann —
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The Free Company T-Shirt 
!

!
The word “free” is one of the most persuasive and powerful words in the English language. In business, it’s a great 
word to use when it comes to marketing to people. People love the idea of getting free stuff. One of the best and 
easiest ways you can build brand awareness, boost customer loyalty, and grow your business is by giving away free 
company swag. But take note: not all swag is created equal. Don’t make the mistake of wasting money on stuff 
that the average person ultimately just ends up throwing into a junk drawer and forgetting about— like notepads, 
pencils, stress balls, etc. Give away free t-shirts instead. Why? Because people will actually wear them. 
 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Free Company T-Shirt:  !
• The Free T-Shirt From InVision 
• The Free T-Shirt From Trakio 
• The Free T-Shirt From When I Work

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Create a few initial design options for your company t-shirt. Once you’ve decided on a final design, have 
your first batch of shirts made and sent to you using an online retailer or local brick-and-mortar shop. !
Step 2: Start sending or giving your new t-shirts out to friends, prospects, social media followers, customers, and 
anyone else who requests one. Want to go the extra mile? Automate the entire process using one of the 
recommended tools listed below. !
Step 3: Follow up with everyone and ask them to send you photos of themselves wearing your t-shirt, or have 
them share it with you on Facebook or Twitter. Collect the photos and put them on a page on your website.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Startup Threads 
• Printfection 
• Google Forms

Recommended Reading 
!
• How Free T-Shirts Made Me Over $500K 
• How TeamSnap Uses Swag 
• Give Swag To The Right People

Tip 1

http://www.invisionapp.com/tshirt
http://trak.io/tshirts.html
http://instagram.com/p/nR7OaHuUqj/
https://www.startupthreads.com/
http://www.printfection.com/
http://www.google.com/forms/about/
http://sujanpatel.com/marketing/how-giving-away-t-shirts-made-me-over-500k-in-revenue/
http://www.printfection.com/resources/case-study-teamsnap/
http://blog.printfection.com/right-people/
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The Welcome Email 
!

!
First impressions are everything. These days, you have to spend as much time nurturing new relationships and 
building loyalty in the digital world as you do in the physical world. Consumers want to buy from companies that 
make them feel like they’re getting the same hands on, personal, “mom and pop shop” experience and attention 
online as they would if they were to actually walk into your business and meet you face to face. When you take the 
time to send every new customer a personalized welcome email, it not only gives you the opportunity to start 
nourishing a new relationship, it also gives you the chance to give new customers that personal, human touch 
they still look for when interacting with a business they haven’t bought from before. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Welcome Email:  !
• The Airbnb Welcome Email (Source: VERO) 
• The Basecamp Welcome Email (Source: VERO) 
• The Buzzsumo Welcome Email (Source: VERO)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide what you want your welcome email to say, how you want it to make new customers feel, and what 
you want it to achieve. Do you want to make them feel excited? Do you want to help them be successful? Do you 
want to send them a special new customer offer? Remember: this is your chance to make a great first impression. !
Step 2: Craft your welcome email in your email client. Decide whether you want to send a plain-text or html 
welcome email. Both are fine—it just depends on your business, your customers, your style, and your preference. !
Step 3: Automate the process so you don’t have to manually send out a welcome email every time a new 
customer comes on board (most email providers have detailed steps on how to do this).  

Recommended Tools 
!
• MailChimp 
• Vertical Response 
• Campaign Monitor

Recommended Reading 
!
• 21 Welcome Emails to Inspire You 
• How To Write An Effective Welcome Email 
• 7 A/B Tests For Welcome Emails

Tip 2

http://blog.getvero.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/airbnb-welcome-email.jpg
http://blog.getvero.com/welcome-emails/
http://blog.getvero.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/basecamp-welcome-email.jpg
http://blog.getvero.com/welcome-emails/
http://blog.getvero.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/buzzsumo-welcome-email.png
http://blog.getvero.com/welcome-emails/
http://mailchimp.com/features/automation/
http://www.verticalresponse.com/features
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/features/
http://blog.getvero.com/welcome-emails/
http://www.shopify.com/blog/14326869-how-to-write-an-effective-welcome-email-13-examples-and-3-templates-you-can-steal-today
http://unbounce.com/email-marketing/ab-test-welcome-emails/
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The VIP Beta Launch 
!

!
Remember in Tip #1 when we told you that everyone loves free stuff? Well the same is true when it comes to 
exclusivity. It’s great to feel like you’re part of a special group that not everyone has access to. Smart business 
people know this. It’s why you can open your wallet or purse right now and probably find one or two VIP 
membership or reward cards to a local gym, clothing shop, or grocery store. If you’re in the early stages of starting 
your business or launching a new product, one of the best ways you can build up hype and acquire customers fast 
is by offering exclusive early access to a limited amount of people. It’s what we call the VIP Beta Launch, and it’s 
how most new startups today are able to get so much instant attention and see such fast growth. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the VIP Beta Launch:  !
• The Invite-Only Inbox By Gmail Launch 
• The Beta Program From Dropbox (Source: NextShark) 
• Spotify Canada Early-Access Launch (Source: Reddit)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about how you want your beta launch to work. How many people do you want to sign up? What will 
you offer people who sign up (beta products, early access, a free account for life)? Formalize your plan.  !
Step 2: Use one of the recommended tools below to build a simple landing page that includes: (1) a description of 
your new product or business, (2) information about your beta program, (3) an opt-in form to capture information. !
Step 3: Start promoting your new business or product everywhere you can think of. Write a press release, email 
your friends, share the news on social media, talk about it networking events—do whatever you have to do to get 
people to visit your opt-in page.

Recommended Tools 
!
• LaunchRock 
• Prefinery 
• Unbounce

Recommended Reading 
!
• Skip Perfection & Launch Early 
• How To Get Beta Signups For Your Startup 
• Where To Submit Your Beta Startup

Tip 3

https://support.google.com/inbox/answer/6067582?p=invite_request&rd=1
http://cdn.nextshark.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Screen-Shot-2013-12-09-at-6.14.42-PM-e1386641709659.png
http://nextshark.com/heres-how-10-startups-exploded-using-creative-marketing/
http://i.imgur.com/wc1KlZc.png
http://www.reddit.com/r/canada/comments/2d0kjr/spotify_is_finally_here/
http://launchrock.co/
https://www.prefinery.com/
http://unbounce.com/
http://99u.com/articles/6313/the-beta-principle-skip-perfection-launch-early
http://thenextweb.com/socialmedia/2011/09/16/how-to-get-beta-signups-for-your-startup-in-9-steps/
http://foorious.com/blog/2014/01/submit-private-beta-startup/
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The HARO Brand Buzz Boost 
!

!
When you’re in the early stages of growing a business or launching a new product, getting press and building buzz 
is essential. Fortunately, you don’t have to hire an expensive public relations firm or pay thousands of dollars on 
advertising in order to get the word out out about your new business or products. There are a lot of inexpensive 
options you can take advantage of. One great way to build brand buzz without having to spend a dime is by 
leveraging yourself as a thought leader or expert on a particular subject with the help of a service called Help A 
Reporter Out (HARO). HARO helps you connect with reporters and bloggers who need sources and quotes from 
industry experts for the stories they write. It’s a great way to get your company and products in front of people. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the HARO Query Email:  !
• Request From a Wall Street Journal Writer 
• Request From an Associated Press Writer 
• Request From a Forbes Writer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Sign up for an account at helpareporter.com. With a free account, you’ll get free queries sent to your 
inbox 3 times each day. With a paid account, you can set up keywords preferences, build a profile, and get alerts 
sent early. !
Step 2: Look through queries and find opportunities that will allow you to leverage yourself as an industry 
influencer. Use tools like MOZ or Buzzsumo to determine if the website where your quote will be shared on is 
reputable and has enough visitor traffic to make it worth your time.   !
Step 3: Once you’ve picked a query, respond with your quote and a short bio and a link to your website.

Recommended Tools 
!
• HARO 
• Moz 
• Buzzsumo

Recommended Reading 
!
• The Complete Guide To Using HARO 
• How To Get Exposure Using HARO 
• Getting Publicity with HARO

Tip 4

http://robwormley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Screen-Shot-2015-01-06-at-8.19.57-PM.png
http://robwormley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Screen-Shot-2015-01-06-at-8.21.50-PM.png
http://robwormley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Screen-Shot-2015-01-06-at-8.24.23-PM.png
http://helpareporter.com
http://www.helpareporter.com/
https://moz.com/researchtools/ose/
http://buzzsumo.com/
http://www.bthinkforward.com/haro/
http://www.quicksprout.com/university/how-to-get-exposure-and-links-using-haro/
http://quickbooks.intuit.com/r/marketing/5-tips-for-getting-publicity-with-haro/
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The Education-Focused Email Series 
!

!
People want to work with companies that can help them solve their problems. One of the best ways you can 
differentiate from your competitors, grow your email list, and boost conversions is by showing people that you’re 
willing to go out of your way to help them. A great way to do this is by offering a free email course that potential 
customers can stumble upon and subscribe to when they are looking for answers to their questions. It’s also 
another great way to build loyalty and trust with people, because it gives you the opportunity to position yourself 
as someone who is genuinely interested in and committed to helping solve problems and provide solutions, and 
less as someone who is obsessed with trying to make a quick buck. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Education-Focused Email Series:  !
• The User Behavior Course Product Psychology 
• The Quick Tips Course From CoSchedule 
• The Scheduling Crash Course From When I Work

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide on a topic for your course. Your topic should relate to your industry and the problems your 
business or products help solve. It should also have some SEO power behind it, so perform some keyword research 
using Google Adwords’ Keyword Tool before making the final decision about your topic. !
Step 2: Write the lessons for your email course (no more than six). Start with an introduction, then go deeper as 
the course progresses. End the course with a strong call-to-action that helps people understand what to do next.  !
Step 3: Create a drip campaign for your course using one of the tools below, then promote it by sending an email, 
writing a blog post, creating a landing page, and sharing it with your social media followers. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Drip 
• ConvertKit 
• AWeber

Recommended Reading 
!
• Guide To Creating An Email Course 
• How To Create A Self-Paced Email Course 
• How To Be Sure Your Emails Get Delivered

Tip 5

http://www.productpsychology.com/
http://coschedule.com/free-marketing-tips
https://www.facebook.com/wheniwork/posts/10152068038888152
https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
https://www.getdrip.com/
https://convertkit.com/
http://www.aweber.com/
http://coschedule.com/blog/email-course/
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2014/02/10/how-to-create-a-self-paced-email-course/
http://blog.getvero.com/email-deliverability/
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The Promise, Not Features Headline 
!

!
Headlines are extremely important when it comes to websites—some might say even more important than the 
rest of the copy you put on your homepage. Why? Because your headline is often the first thing people notice 
when they land on your homepage—it’s another “first impression” opportunity.  In a lot of cases, it only takes the 
average person about 15 seconds or less to decide whether or not to stay on your website or continue their search 
elsewhere. Crafting the right headline can help you keep visitors on your page longer—long enough to convince 
them that you have the solution they’ve been looking for. If you want to start testing how different headlines 
perform, write one that offers a specific promise. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Promise, Not Features Headline:  !
• The Headline From Rejoiner (Source: Quick Sprout) 
• The Headline From Salesforce 
• The Headline From Trunk Club (Source: Quick Sprout)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Write a list of 25 potential headlines to use on your site. Try to avoid writing headlines that describe what 
your business is. Instead, write ones that describe what your customers get as a result of using your products or 
services. Your headlines should be between 5-9 words.  !
Step 2: Pick your best 2-3 headlines and perform some preliminary research to determine which one performs 
best. This can be done by using a tool like Optimizely. For a less expensive test, create two tweets that both go to 
the same site but use a different headline for each. Track which one gets the best click-through-rate.  !
Step 3: Add the winning headline to your homepage. Perform new headline A/B tests from time to time. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Optimizely 
• Twitter 
• Headlines Plugin From KingSumo

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Write Headlines That Convert 
• David Ogilvy's Best Selling Headline 
• Characteristics Of Converting Headlines

Tip 6

http://quicksprout.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/themes/quicksprout/cw-guide/images/03/06.png
http://www.quicksprout.com/the-definitive-guide-to-copywriting-chapter-3/
http://robwormley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Screen-Shot-2015-01-10-at-8.28.35-PM.png
http://quicksprout.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/themes/quicksprout/cw-guide/images/03/23.png
http://www.quicksprout.com/the-definitive-guide-to-copywriting-chapter-3/
https://www.optimizely.com/
http://twitter.com
http://kingsumo.com/apps/headlines/
http://www.quicksprout.com/the-definitive-guide-to-copywriting-chapter-3/
http://blog.referralcandy.com/2014/06/04/best-selling-headline-david-ogilvys-copywriting-career-7-others/
http://conversionxl.com/5-characteristics-high-converting-headlines/
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The Lean Homepage A/B Test 
!

!
When you’re in the early stages of launching your business, you want to try to spend as little as possible to get 
your operation up and running. That’s why it’s fairly common for new business owners to make the mistake of 
thinking that once the first version of their business website is finally complete and up and running, it never has 
to be touched again. But if your business is one that heavily relies on business from online consumers, you can’t 
afford to neglect your website in this way. It’s essential that you take time to learn about the people who visit 
your website in an effort to find out what it is that ultimately influences their decision to convert or not convert. 
Thankfully, there are a lot of inexpensive tools out there that make performing A/B tests on your website a breeze. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Lean Homepage A/B Test: !
• Call-To-Action A/B Test From USTREAM (Source: Optimizely.com) 
• Navigation Menu A/B Test From Formstack (Source: Hubspot.com) 
• Headline Copy A/B Test From AWAYfind (Source: Unbounce.com)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Pick two areas of your homepage that you could A/B tests on. Examples include your headline copy, the 
placement, color, or language of your main CTA button, the items in your navigation menu, or the entire 
homepage itself.  !
Step 2: Use one of the recommended tools listed below to build individual experiments for each of the areas of 
your website you wish to test. Each tool provides helpful resources that you can refer to when setting up your test. !
Step 3: Push your experiment live. Let it run for no less than a week, review the results you get, then make 
changes to your site accordingly. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Optimizely 
• Unbounce 
• Google Analytics

Recommended Reading 
!
• The Ultimate Guide To A/B Testing 
• A/B Testing For Beginners 
• 71 Things to A/B Test

Tip 7

https://s3.amazonaws.com/optimizely-marketing/customer-stories/ustream-casestudy.pdf
https://www.optimizely.com/customers/customer-stories/
http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/53/file-532482961-png/Blog-Related_Images/Lauren_Pedigo/Navigation_Text.png?t=1420380324944
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/ab-tests-run-homepage-list
http://unbounce.com/photos/test1.jpg
http://unbounce.com/a-b-testing/shocking-results/
https://www.optimizely.com/
http://unbounce.com/
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1745147?hl=en&ref_topic=1745207&rd=1
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/06/24/the-ultimate-guide-to-a-b-testing/
http://www.quicksprout.com/2014/11/05/ab-testing-for-beginners-70-resources-to-get-you-started/
http://blog.optimizely.com/2013/04/30/71-things-to-ab-test/
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The Quick Feedback Request 
!

!
Unfortunately, when it comes to doing business with people online, you just don’t get the same level of 
interaction that you would if you were selling them your products or service face-to-face—at least not 
automatically. When you interact with someone in person, you can easily sense or observe things like confusion,  
hesitation, or excitement. If you sense that a person is unwilling to buy from you, you can engage with them and 
ask them why they feel the way they do. That level of interaction is an important part of business growth, and it  
needs to happen online too. One great way to start interacting with people and learning from them online is by 
implementing tools that encourage and invite your website visitors to provide feedback with you. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Quick Feedback Request:  !
• The Feedback Request From GQ (Source: Qualaroo) 
• The Feedback Request From TomTom (Source: Qualaroo) 
• The Feedback Request From The University of Alberta (Source: KISSmetrics)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what kind of questions you wish you could ask your website visitors. For example, maybe you 
want to know if your homepage copy makes sense. Or maybe you want to know what reservations people have 
about buying products from you. Write your questions down in a document and pick one you’d like to start with.  !
Step 2: Create an account for one of the recommended tools below. Once you have your account set up, build 
your form. Make sure the question (or questions) you include in your form are easy to understand.  !
Step 3: Publish your feedback form and start gathering feedback by sharing your form on social media or boosting 
traffic to your website. Interpret the data you get and decide if there are changes that could be made. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Qualaroo 
• Survey Monkey 
• Form Stack

Recommended Reading 
!
• The University of Alberta Case Study 
• Best Ways To Get Customer Feedback 
• How to Create Customer Feedback Loops

Tip 8

https://qualaroo.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/gq_survey.jpg
https://qualaroo.com/customers/gallery/
https://qualaroo.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/tomtom_survey.jpg
https://qualaroo.com/customers/gallery/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/popup-questions.png
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/a-little-nudge/
https://qualaroo.com
https://www.surveymonkey.com/
https://www.formstack.com
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/a-little-nudge/
http://www.helpscout.net/blog/customer-feedback/
http://conversionxl.com/generate-customer-feedback-loops-scale/
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The Personalized Call-To-Action 
!

!
As mentioned in Tip #7, A/B testing is a great way to learn more about how your website visitors think and why 
they make the decisions they make. Just like headlines, there’s a lot you can test when it comes to call-to-action 
buttons. You can run tests on things like color, location, size, and shape, but you should also take the time to run 
tests on copy—the actual words you use to try to get people to convert. To differentiate from competition and get 
people to actually click on the buttons you include on your website, you have to think about your industry, your 
customers, and the problems your products or services help solve. You can’t just use the same language everyone 
else uses in their CTA buttons—like “Buy Now” or “Sign Up”. You have to dig deeper and get more personal. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Personalized Call-To-Action:  !
• "Start Scheduling" CTA From When I Work 
• "Start Designing" CTA From Canva 
• "Become a Driver" CTA from UBER

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Set up your account on Visual Website Optimizer (VWA). Alternatively, you can use Optimizely if desired. 
If needed, go through any of the recommended readings to familiarize yourself with call-to-actions.  !
Step 2: Think about the problems that your business helps solve. Remember: your goal is to find out if you can 
boost conversions by using personalized messaging that your prospects can relate to—as opposed to using the 
standard messaging that you typically see on CTA button. Come up with a few button copy options to test.  !
Step 3: Create and launch your A/B test. Let it run until you have enough data to determine which version is more 
effective. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• VWA 
• Crazy Egg 
• Canva

Recommended Reading 
!
• Optimize Your CTA's for Conversion 
• How To Boost CTA Conversion Rates 
• Mastering The Call-To-Action

Tip 9

http://robwormley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Screen-Shot-2015-01-11-at-2.11.09-PM.png
http://robwormley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Screen-Shot-2015-01-11-at-4.50.27-PM.png
http://robwormley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Screen-Shot-2015-01-11-at-2.15.30-PM.png
https://vwo.com/?v=3
http://www.crazyegg.com/
https://www.canva.com/
http://blog.crazyegg.com/2014/07/22/call-action-buttons/
http://www.copyblogger.com/call-to-action-buttons/
http://conversionxl.com/everything-cta-size-location-color-works/
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The Handwritten Thank You Letter 
!

!
We live in a pretty technology-driven world. We rely heavily on technology to be successful in our personal and 
professional lives. That being said, at the end of the day, we’re all guilty of feeling nostalgic at one point or 
another about certain tendencies and routines of the past. In business and in life, saying the words “thank you” 
can be extremely meaningful and powerful for all parties involved. One of the best ways you can boost customer 
loyalty and land new customers is by expressing appreciation and gratitude to those who choose to buy from you 
and work with you—after all, your business can’t survive without your customers. If you really want to impress 
and surprise your new customers, send them a handwritten letter or card thanking them for their business.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Handwritten Thank You Letter:  !
• The Handwritten Letter From CoSchedule (Source: Heather Smith) 
• The Handwritten Letter From When I Work 
• The Handwritten Letter From Stride (Source: Zapier)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Compose a few templates you can use when it comes time to write a thank you letter to a new customer. 
Include a few spots in your letter where customization/personalization can be added.  !
Step 2: Develop a process or plan for sending out thank you letters to new customers. Your letter should be sent 
within a week of your new customer coming on board. If your business is still small, you can handwrite and send 
the letters yourself, or have one of your employees help you. If you’re growing too fast to send manually, hire a 
freelancer to help you, or use one of the recommended letter-writing tools below.  !
Step 3: Buy materials if needed (cards, pens, envelopes) and start sending out your thank you letters. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• MailLift 
• Handiemail 
• oDesk

Recommended Reading 
!
• The HEX Case Study 
• 5 Steps to a Great Handwritten Thank You 
• The Found Art of Thank-You Notes
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The “Get Right To The Point” Landing Page 
!

!
Sometimes people don’t need to be sold on all the features you offer. Sometimes people don’t need to land on a 
fancy website full of photos and design components and smooth parallax functionality to decide if they want to 
buy from you. Sometimes they want a more simple experience. Sometimes when you’re selling to people online, 
all you really need to do is get right to the point. That’s why running A/B tests on your homepage or on other 
landing pages is worth your time—you could find out that your customers don’t need to see all the junk you think 
they need to see in order to convert. In fact, sometimes all that junk just makes for a lower conversion rate. If you 
haven’t been seeing the conversion numbers you expected, try simplifying your website and get right to the point.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the “Get Right To The Point” Landing Page:  !
• The Homepage From Neil Patel 
• The Homepage From Groupon 
• The Homepage From MailChimp

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Create an account for one of the recommended tools below and spend time learning how the tool works.  !
Step 2: Decide how to want the simple version of your landing page to look. Decide what you most want people to 
do when they land on your site. Do you want them to give you their email address? Sign up for a free account? Try 
a demo? Your answer will help you determine what the main focus of your new landing page will be.  !
Step 3: Create your homepage variant using one of the recommended tools below and track the conversion rate 
for this version of your homepage vs. your original. Based on the results, decide which version to keep going 
forward.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Optimizely 
• Unbounce 
• LeadPages

Recommended Reading 
!
• 12 Landing Page Essentials 
• Why “Simple” Websites Are Better 
• 20 Creative Landing Pages for Inspiration
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The Lean Social Branding Design Technique 
!

!
These days, you don’t need to hire an entire marketing or design team in order to compete with the big guys—in 
fact, we recommend that you try your hardest to keep things at your startup as lean as possible for as long as 
possible. That being said, if you do decide to take our advice and hold off on hiring someone to help you with the 
occasional design projects that pop up from time to time as you grow your business, you’re going to have to pick 
up the slack yourself. Creating brand-consistent graphics for your social media accounts is one design project that 
you can’t afford to neglect. Fortunately, there are a lot of tools out there that make it possible—and even easy—to 
create professional-grade branding graphics that will help you build trust and connect with more prospects. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Social Branding Designs:  !
• Coca-Cola on Facebook and Twitter 
• Autosend on Facebook and Twitter 
• Whole Foods on Facebook and Twitter

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide what type of message you want to portray through your social media designs. These are the 
graphics that appear on your Facebook page, Twitter profile, LinkedIn company page, and any other sites you’ve 
decided to create a presence on. Your designs should incorporate your logo and any other imagery that is 
consistent with any other marketing material you’ve already created.  !
Step 2: Create your first round of graphics using one of the recommended tools below. We recommend giving 
Canva a try first. If needed, you can find size dimensions and best practices in the recommended reading section.  !
Step 3: Once your graphics are correctly sized, upload them on all of your social media accounts at the same time. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Canva 
• PowerPoint 
• Social Image Resizer Tool

Recommended Reading 
!
• How to Design Social Media Images  
• The Essential Social Designs Cheat Sheet 
• Tools For Creating Social Media Images
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The Screencast Product Demo 
!

!
Did you know that our brains process visuals 60,000x faster than text? With that fact in mind, it’s no surprise that 
videos have become one of the primary ways new and existing businesses educate consumers on their products 
and services. Thanks to video hosting sites like YouTube, Vimeo, and the plethora of video creation software tools 
that now exist, it’s never been easier for businesses to create and share high-quality videos with people online. 
Unfortunately, it’s not always easy to know where to start. If you want to start experimenting with creating videos 
for your business, start with a product demo video. Most businesses that have an active presence online have 
product demo videos. Why? Because they’re helpful, they’re easy to make, and they’re great conversion tools. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Screencast Product Demo:  !
• The Product Demo Video From BaseCamp 
• The Product Demo Video From ZenPayroll 
• The Product Demo Video From Zapier

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what you want to focus on during your demo. For example, you could provide a broad 
overview of your product, or you could focus in on a particular feature that you know people need help 
understanding how to use effectively. Write up a preliminary outline for your demo.   !
Step 2: Next, write a script for your product demo. Since only your voice will be included in the video, you can 
read from it word for word when it comes time to record. Your script should also include cues that help remind 
you what to show on your screen as you give your demo. Go through your entire demo 1-2 times before recording.  !
Step 3: Use one of the tools below to record your demo. When it’s ready, upload and share it on your website.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Jing 
• Camtasia 
• Google Hangouts

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Use Jing 
• How To Use Camtasia 
• How To Use Google Hangouts
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The Promotion-Driven Godzilla Blog Post 
!

!
As a rule of thumb, you should never create a blog post (or any piece of content) that you can’t promote. It’s a 
waste of time. For that reason, when it comes time to think of your next blog post idea, it can be helpful to start at 
the end and work your way back. You need to write blog posts that people actually want to read, but your posts 
also have to be good enough to make people want to share them with others too. Enter the Promotion-Driven 
Godzilla Blog Post. You’ve likely seen these types of posts before as a reader of blogs—these are the monster posts 
that you come across and can’t help but think to yourself: “Wow, this is amazing stuff!” They’re usually 2,000 
words or more and are packed full of tips, resources, and other useful information. It’s time for you to write one. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Godzilla Blog Post:  !
• The Email Marketing Post From VERO 
• The Google’s 200 Ranking Factors Post From Brian Dean 
• The Free Image Sources Post From Buffer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Find a great blog post on a topic you’d like to write about that already exists—one that has been linked to 
and shared hundreds or thousands of times. You can figure this out using a tool like Buzzsumo. !
Step 2: Read through the post and ask yourself: could you make it better by adding more depth to it? Or by 
updating it with new information? If you think you can, start working on writing your own post. Warning: do not 
plagiarize someone else’s work. Your goal is to provide something better that is ORIGINAL. No one likes a cheater.  !
Step 3: Compile a list of websites, blogs, and people you can send your post to once it goes live. Then publish 
your post, and send emails out to everyone asking them to share the link and help you promote your new post. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Penflip 
• Buzzsumo 
• Boomerang For Gmail

Recommended Reading 
!
• VERO's Epic Post Breakdown 
• The Skyscraper Technique 
• How to Get More Traffic From Every Post
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The Elevator Pitch Explainer Video 
!

!
How many times have you been asked to tell someone about your business? How long does it usually take you to 
describe it to people? Five minutes? Two minutes? How about 30 seconds? In business, time is money. If part of 
your journey of launching your business involved writing a business plan or pitching to potential investors, then 
you know how important things like brevity and your choice of words are when it comes to describing your 
business. You have to be confident that if you walked into an elevator with someone and they asked you what you 
did, you could describe it by the time the doors opened again. The same speed, precision, and consistency needs 
to take place when you’re pitching people online. So how do you do it? By making a stellar Explainer Video.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Explainer Video:  !
• The Explainer Video From Spotify 
• The Explainer Video From Airbnb 
• The Explainer Video From Dollar Shave Club

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what you want your video to look like and how you want it to make people feel. Spend a few 
days watching explainer videos from other companies and jot down some notes about what you like or don’t like 
about them. If you’d like someone else to create your video for you, use one of the recommendations below.  !
Step 2: Write a first-draft script for your explainer video. Keep in mind: your video should be no longer than two 
minutes, it should tell a story, have a voice, and it should compel people to take some sort of action after the 
video ends. If desired, read up on other explainer video script best practices. Then finalize your script.  !
Step 3: Begin work on the actual production of the video. Revise, make edits, and finalize. Upload when complete.

Recommended Tools 
!
• iMovie 
• Video Brewery 
• Wyzowl

Recommended Reading 
!
• Create Your Own Promo Video for $100 
• Write a Killer Explainer Video Script 
• Advanced Guide To Explainer Videos
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The Editorial & Social Calendar Strategy 
!

!
To implement successful marketing strategies and campaigns for your business, you have to have a plan. When it 
comes to participating in social media communities and blogging for your business, the worst thing you can do is 
be inconsistent. If you’ve made the decision to invest your time and money into using social media and blogging 
as marketing and conversion tools, you have to go all in. You can’t half-ass it. If you’re still relatively new to social 
media and blogging, or if you’ve been neglecting either lately, one of the best ways to get back on the right track 
is by using editorial and social media publishing calendars. Calendars not only help you plan ahead and save time,  
they also force you to think more about your customers and the types of content you want to create and share. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Editorial & Social Calendar Strategy:  !
• The Editorial Calendar From Buffer (Source: Buffer) 
• The Editorial Calendar From CoSchedule (Source: Buffer) 
• The Annual Editorial Calendar From Forbes (Source: CoSchedule)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Sign up for one of the tools below. You can create editorial calendars using a pencil and paper or a 
program like Excel, but if you use one of the tools we list, you can automate some of your efforts and end up 
saving even more time.  !
Step 2: Begin building your calendars. Think about what types of updates you’d like to share, how often you’d like 
to publish, and when you’d like to share content with your followers. Ideally, you should publish content on days 
and at times when you know your followers are listening. To determine that, you’ll need to dive into analytics. !
Step 3: Keep updating your calendars. Try to get to the point where you’re working 30 days ahead of schedule.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Buffer 
• Edgar 
• CoSchedule

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Quadruple Your Traffic 
• Guide To Choosing a Content Calendar 
• How To Promote Your Blog On Social
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The Surprise First, Ask Second Guest Post 
!

!
One of the most effective ways to boost website traffic, build brand buzz, and connect with new potential 
customers online is by guest posting on other popular and reputable blogs around the web. That being said, you 
have to do it right. For guest posting to be helpful in any way to you and your business, you have to choose 
opportunities wisely. A good way to do so is by thinking not in terms of the new links you could get as a result of 
your efforts, but in terms of the new relationships you could establish instead. Want to avoid sending out cold 
guest post requests to people? Stand out by mentioning them in a blog post on your site first before sending your 
request. Not only will it perk their interest, it will show them that you’re interested in relationships, not links.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Guest Post Outreach Email Templates:  !
• The Guest Post Outreach Email From Me (Sujan) 
• The Guest Post Outreach Email Template From Quick Sprout (Source: Quick Sprout) 
• The Guest Post Outreach Email Template From Groove (Source: Groove)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Use Buzzsumo and Twitter to make a list of potential blogs you’d like to write a guest post on. Look for 
blogs that relate to your industry or target audience. Only choose reputable blogs that regularly update their site 
with new posts. Find email addresses for the person you’d like to send your guest post request to.  !
Step 2: Read a few blog posts that have been recently published on the site you want to guest post on. Jot down 
the topics covered on the blog, the writing style, and anything else you notice. Come up with 3-5 topic ideas. !
Step 3: Mention the company, site, or person you want to work with somewhere in your next blog post. Then send 
an email to the contact you found and share the post with them. Add in your guest post pitch and see if they bite. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Twitter 
• Buzzsumo 
• Boomerang For Gmail

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Be The Best Guest Blogger 
• The Help Scout Guest Blogging Case Study 
• The Groove Guest Blogging Case Study
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The Trigger-Based Customer Email Series 
!

!
It’s tempting to feel like your job is done once you make the sale, but if you’re at all interested in customer 
retention and repeat business, your work is far from over. Thanks to the widespread adoption and use of email and 
smart devices, you have the opportunity to continue nurturing customer relationships long after the initial sale in 
ways that were never before possible. Most businesses today attempt to collect email addresses from prospects 
and customers as an additional way to connect with them after they’ve made a purchase or left a store or website, 
but if you haven’t ever done so for your business before, now is the time to start. One of the best new ways to 
nurture leads and build customer relationships today is by sending out trigger-based emails.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Trigger-Based Emails:  !
• The UBER Welcome Email (Source: Hubspot) 
• The Modcloth 6 Months Together Email ((Source: Hubspot) 
• The Amazon Experience Email Series

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about the lifecycle of your customers. What information do they need in order to be successful and 
at what point in time do they usually need or ask for that information. If they haven’t converted yet, how can you 
persuade them to take the next steps? These are questions that will help you write your trigger-based emails.  !
Step 2: Review the recommended tools below and decide which one will work best for you. Sign up for an account 
and spend time learning how the platform works and what is needed from you before you can launch your trigger-
based customer email series.  !
Step 3: Use the documentation and resources provided in the tool you choose to create your trigger-based emails.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Autosend 
• VERO 
• Customer.io

Recommended Reading 
!
• Lifecycle Email Campaign Examples 
• What Is a Trigger-Based Email? 
• The Amazon Trigger-Based Emails
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The Industry Influencer Blog Post 
!

!
When you want to learn more about a particular topic, process, strategy, or industry, where do you usually go? If 
you’re like us, you look for experts and try to learn from them. If you’ve been blogging consistently week after 
week but you’re not seeing the results you were hoping for, it’s time to try something new. One strategy we use to 
drive more traffic to blog posts and reach new audiences involves publishing what we call Industry Influencer 
Blog Posts. These are round-up style posts that include original advice, tips, and experiences from real experts 
who have agreed to chime in on a particular topic or question. They are great for building new relationships with 
influencers who are willing and able to help promote your content and bring new readers to your blog. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Industry Influencer Blog Post:  !
• The Marketing Predictions Post From Forbes 
• The SEO Post From Ahrefs 
• The Blogging Post From Buffer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Come up with your topic and think of one question you can send to your list of contributors. The trick is 
to make your question easy to answer, but broad enough to allow for a wide variety of interesting answers.  !
Step 2: Build a list of people you’d like to reach out to for your blog post. Then, create a Google Form that you can 
send to your list that includes your question and a spot for them to leave their names, titles, and company 
websites. For example, here’s a form that I (Sujan) created and used to gather quotes for a recent post I published.  !
Step 3: Send out emails to influencers telling them about your topic and asking if they’d be willing to participate. 
You can send them individually, or all at once using a tool like Streak. Collect answers and create your post.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• Google Forms 
• Streak 
• Buzzsumo

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Create a Survey Form With Google 
• How To Use MailMerge In Streak 
• How To Use Buzzsumo To Find Influencers
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The Social Proof Confidence-Booster 
!

!
Social proof is a type of conformity. It’s the concept that people decide to do what they think others are doing in 
an attempt to reflect what they view as correct behavior. In business, social proof can be an incredibly powerful 
tool when it comes to influencing purchasing decisions. Whether you realize it or not, most business websites you 
visit today display some sort of social proof in an effort to boost conversions. You can (and should) use the same 
strategy to try to persuade more people to convert when they land on your page. Sure, you might not have as 
many users as Facebook or send your products to customers in every single country in the world, but you can still 
come up with  and display  on your website social proof that relates to your business in some way. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Social Proof Statements:  !
• The Social Proof From Basecamp 
• The Social Proof From Buffer 
• The Social Proof From Help Scout

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what kind of social proof statement or visual you can display on your website. For example, 
you can share customer testimonials, the number of products you’ve sold, the number of customers or followers 
you have, how many cities, states or countries you ship products to, or review ratings for your products or 
services.  !
Step 2: If you don’t have a designer or web developer on hand to help you illustrate your social proof statement, 
use a tool like Canva or PowerPoint to make your graphic. Incorporate your new graphic on your homepage.  !
Step 3: If desired, create a few different versions of your social proof statement and A/B test using Optimizely. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Canva 
• PowerPoint 
• Optimizely

Recommended Reading 
!
• Using Social Proof to Drive Conversions 
• Use Social Proof to Influence Visitors 
• The Psychology of Social Proof
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The Progress Bar 
!

!
Along with social proof statements, it’s also safe to say that you probably regularly see and are influenced by 
progress bars on websites—even if you don’t always consciously notice them. It’s another great tactic that 
businesses use to get people to do things like buy a product, complete a profile, or make it through an onboarding 
process. Why do progress bars work so well? There’s actually a fair amount of science behind it, but the gist is, as 
humans we feel the need to complete unfinished tasks. In fact, our bodies even reward us for completing tasks by 
releasing endorphins. As a business owner, you should take the time to capitalize on this idea by incorporating 
progress bars somewhere on your website. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Progress Bar:  !
• The Blog Setup Progress Bar From Ghost (Source: Ghost) 
• The Referral Progress Bar From Referral Saasquatch (Source: Referral Saasquatch) 
• The Mobile Checkout Progress Bar From Under Armour (Source: Smashing Magazine)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about where you could add a progress bar in your conversion process. Could you build a progress 
bar that helps users determine where they are in the setup process? Or perhaps you could you build a progress bar 
to show them what else they need to do in order to use your product or service successfully.  !
Step 2: Work with a designer and a developer to start working on the look and functionality of your progress bar. 
Your progress bar should update as your user or customer completes the assigned tasks you’ve included.  !
Step 3: Test your progress bar, try to break it, fix any weak areas, then push it live.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• Odesk 
• Guru 
• Your internal developer and designer

Recommended Reading 
!
• The Importance of Rewards 
• The Power of The Progress Bar 
• Gamification Marketing Strategy
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http://blog.ghost.org/content/images/2014/10/ghost-onboarding-setup.jpg
http://blog.ghost.org/ghost-onboarding/
http://www.referralsaasquatch.com/assets/vanilla-theme-widget.png
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The Beefy Customer Testimonial 
!

!
You can spend all day talking about how great your products and services are, but at the end of the day, the people 
you’re trying to sell to are more likely to be influenced by what other people say about you, your company, and 
your products. That’s why most business owners go out of their way to gather customer testimonials and 
encourage happy customers to write reviews about their products or their business as a whole. Testimonials can 
be powerful conversion tools! The problem is that everyone has figured this out, and as a result, everyone now 
includes testimonial text blurbs in strategic places around their website. That’s why we recommend you take the 
time to create beefier customer testimonials in the form of videos, case studies, and spotlight blog posts. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Beefy Customer Testimonial:  !
• The Customer Testimonial Video From ZenPayroll 
• Case Study Blog Post From Zapier 
• The Customer Testimonial Video From When I Work

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Create a list of 5 happy or loyal customers you could reach out to for a testimonial. Decide whether you 
want to create a video testimonial, a case study, or a blog post. Consider asking your customer for their 
preference.  !
Step 2: Come up with an outline for your testimonial interview. If you decided to move forward with the blog post 
or case study, write up a few questions and send them to your customer to answer. If you decided on the video, 
coordinate with your customer and find a day/time that you can record them on video.  !
Step 3: Put your customer testimonial together and when it is complete, place it prominently on your homepage. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• iMovie 
• Google Forms 
• PowerPoint

Recommended Reading 
!
• How to Create Captivating Testimonials 
• Tips For Creating a Great Case Study 
• Why Your Testimonials Are NOT Working
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Jd9IJMlvw
https://zapier.com/blog/how-to-scale-customer-service/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VX-uWBZoGQA
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http://unbounce.com/conversion-rate-optimization/why-customer-testimonials/
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The Live Chat 
!

!
You can learn a lot about your business by talking to your customers. It seems like such a simple concept, but 
you’d be surprised to know how many business owners fail to actually take the time to have honest, open 
conversations with their customers. It’s true! As a result, they end up making decisions based on assumptions—
assumptions that aren’t always correct. If you want to grow your business and gain a better understanding of your 
customers, their pain points, their objections, and their needs, you need to take the time to actually talk to them. 
Unless you see your customers in person on a regular basis, you need to be more proactive when it comes to 
communicating with them. Putting live chat on your website is one great way to get started. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Live Chat:  !
• Live Chat on IndiGo Car Hire (Source: Zopim) 
• Live Chat on Disruptive Advertising (Source: Olark) 
• Live Chat on Xero

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Sign up for one of the recommended tools below. Read through the onboarding and setup documentation 
to learn more about how to use the tool you choose.  !
Step 2: Before you implement live chat on your website, you need to decide who on your team is going to be in 
charge of managing and responding to live chats, when you’re going to make the live chat available to your 
visitors, and what your goals are (what do you want to learn from customers?).  You should also come up with 
some clear guidelines that people can follow or refer to when responding to live chats.  !
Step 3: Launch live chat on your site, let your customers know the feature exists, and see how the first week goes. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Zopim 
• Olark 
• Userlike

Recommended Reading 
!
• 25 Customer Chat Tips 
• Getting Started With Zopim 
• Getting Started With Olark
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https://blog.zopim.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/indigo1.png
https://blog.zopim.com/2014/06/26/spotlight-indigo/
https://www.olark.com/img/uploads/da_homepage.jpg
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https://www.zopim.com
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https://blog.kissmetrics.com/25-live-customer-chat-tips/
https://zopim.zendesk.com/forums/22095083-Getting-Started
https://www.olark.com/help/handbook/en
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The Tell Your Story, Sell More Products Method 
!

!
Everybody loves a good story. In business, telling a good story can lead a potential customer to pick you over one 
of your competitors. Thanks to advances in technology and the popularity of sites like YouTube, Vimeo, 
Instagram, Snapchat, and others, it has never been easier to create and share stories with the entire world. As a 
business owner, it’s important that you take the time to develop a compelling brand story that you can share with 
people—it’s an essential part of building your reputation and helping people understand why you do what you do 
and how your business came to be. Telling your brand story is also a great way to build trust and remind people 
that at the end of the day, your business is managed and run by real humans. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of great brand stories:  !
• The Story Behind TOMS Shoes 
• The Story Behind CustomInk  
• The Story Behind Sweet Leaf Tea

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Spend an afternoon thinking about what led you to start your business, who was there to help you, and 
how you felt. Jot down a few pages of notes and create an initial outline for your brand story. !
Step 2: Decide how you want to tell your brand story. Some brands choose to create an entire infographic-like 
timeline that illustrates how their business came to be. Others like to tell their brand story on video, or with a 
combination of words and photos. Write the first draft of your brand story and gather any supporting materials 
you’d like to include (quotes from others, old photos and footage, old logos, etc).   !
Step 3: Publish your brand story somewhere on your website. Then start sharing it with your network. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• An iPhone 
• iMovie 
• Splice

Recommended Reading 
!
• How to Write Brand Stories 
• 25 Killer Resources to Learn Storytelling 
• Tell Your Brand's Story
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MV3HWQHl1s
http://www.customink.com/about/our_story
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6noUAmZbrI4
https://www.apple.com/mac/imovie/
http://spliceapp.com/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/work-in-progress/2013/09/24/how-to-write-brand-stories-that-build-emotional-connections/
http://writtent.com/blog/25-killer-resources-learn-storytelling/
http://www.quicksprout.com/the-beginners-guide-to-online-marketing-chapter-3/
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The Responsive Design Conversion Strategy 
!

!
Your business website might looks great on a computer, but how does it look when you try to access it from your 
smartphone or tablet? Ten years ago—and maybe even five—it didn’t matter much, but these days, if people can’t 
easily view your products and services from their mobile devices, you risk losing them to a competitor who has 
taken the time to make sure their website it optimized for every type of viewing experience. If you haven’t gotten 
with the times yet and made some serious changes to your website in order to cater to the mobile habits of the 
general public, you can’t afford to wait any longer. It’s time to implement a responsive design for your website.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Responsive Design:  !
• Responsive Design From Skinny Ties (Source: Digital Telepathy) 
• Responsive Design From The Boston Globe (Source: Digital Telepathy) 
• Responsive Design From Mashable (Source: Digital Telepathy)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: If you aren’t familiar with responsive design, go through the recommended resources listed below.  !
Step 2: Make a plan for launching an updated website that can be easily viewed on any device. If you don’t have a 
website yet and you can’t afford to hire a developer, there are plenty of website platforms you can find online that 
offer responsive themes. If you do have a website already, determine what needs to happen in order to make the 
changes. Set a timeline for yourself and your team and decide on an official launch date for your updated site.  !
Step 3: Work with your internal developers to update your website, teach yourself along the way, or hire a 
freelancer to help you complete the project. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Webflow 
• Edge Reflow 
• Restive.js

Recommended Reading 
!
• 50 Examples of Responsive Design 
• 2014 Guide to Responsive Web Design 
• 9 GIFs That Explain Responsive Design
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http://assets-www-dtelepathy-com.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/skinnytie.jpg
http://www.dtelepathy.com/blog/design/responsive-design-great-ux
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https://webflow.com/
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http://www.awwwards.com/50-examples-of-responsive-web-design.html
http://blog.teamtreehouse.com/modern-field-guide-responsive-web-design
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3038367/9-gifs-that-explain-responsive-design-brilliantly
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The “Unboxing” Video 
!

!
Remember how excited you were as a kid to open presents on your birthday? If you’re a business owner who sells 
physical goods and products to your customers, your goal should be to work as hard as possible to create the same 
experience for when your customers finally get your products in their hands. But you shouldn’t stop there. You 
should also make an effort to create that same level of excitement for your prospects—the people who have never 
stepped foot in your store or even heard about your products or business before. So how do you do it? One great 
way is by creating “unboxing” videos for your products. An unboxing video is kind of like a product demo video, 
but it should be a little more fun, a little less serious, and a little more exciting.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the “Unboxing Video”:  !
• The BookBook Unboxing Video From IKEA 
• The Naked Lipgloss Unboxing From Urban Decay  
• The iPhone 6 Unboxing Video From Apple

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Watch a few unboxing videos on YouTube to get an idea of the kinds of videos people are producing. Most 
unboxing videos you’ll find are made by consumers, as opposed to brands, which is great—because it’ll give you 
the unique perspective needed to make a video that your customers will get excited about.  !
Step 2: Write a script and a brief summary of what you want to happen in your video. Do you want to physically 
unbox your product on camera while you talk about what makes it so great? Or would you rather talk on screen 
and cut in and out of photos or footage of your product? Think about what your customers would want to see. !
Step 3: Begin production on your video. You don’t have to hire professionals. Finalize it and put it online. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• An iPhone 
• iMovie 
• Splice

Recommended Reading 
!
• The Magic Behind Unboxing on YouTube 
• The Lucrative World of 'Unboxing' Videos 
• The Best Product Videos Ever
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOXQo7nURs0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_5OeAU7UoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_5OeAU7UoQ
https://www.apple.com/mac/imovie/
http://spliceapp.com/
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http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-product-videos-list
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The Free Ebook / Resource 
!

!
If you own a business, it’s probably safe to say that you possess a good amount of experience and knowledge on a 
particular subject, industry, or type of product. You might be sharing your insight and expertise with other people 
on your team, in one-on-one conversations with customers, or in the blog posts that you publish on your website, 
but have you ever thought about packaging your advice, stories, or tips into an ebook or other type of 
downloadable resource? It’s a great and relatively easy way to start getting the word out about your business, 
leveraging yourself as an industry influencer, and adding more email addresses to your list. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Free Ebooks:  !
• The Free Guide From ZenPayroll 
• The Free Guide From Zapier 
• The Free Guide From Guaranteed Rate

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide on the topic and preliminary title of your ebook or resource. To pick a topic, think about the most 
common questions you get from customers, review the content you’ve published on your blog in the past, and do 
some initial keyword research. Once you have your topic, write an outline for your book.  !
Step 2: Build a simple opt-in form to place on your website. You want to put this form up as soon as you can so 
that you can start promoting it and collecting email addresses from people who are interested in reading it.  !
Step 3: Write your book. When you have your content ready, build your ebook using PowerPoint, or hire a 
freelancer to help. When it’s ready, spread the word, send it out to your subscribers, and keep promoting!

Recommended Tools 
!
• PowerPoint 
• Canva 
• Odesk

Recommended Reading 
!
• How to Turn Blog Posts Into an Ebook 
• A Guide on How To Create a Guide 
• How To Create and Market Your EBook
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http://go.zenpayroll.com/ultimate_guide_EOY_guide_2014
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/
https://www.guaranteedrate.com/resources/Demystifying-the-Mortgage-Process
http://products.office.com/en-us/powerpoint
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.odesk.com/
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http://www.jeffbullas.com/2014/03/18/20-powerful-tips-on-creating-and-marketing-your-ebook/
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The Demographic-Targeted Blog Post 
!

!
When it comes to blogging, you’ll never get the traction or the ROI you want to get unless you’re willing to try 
different things. A content or blogging strategy that works for one company you follow might not necessarily 
work for your blog or your audience. That being said, there is one type of blog post that we’ve found to be fairly 
successful for a lot of different companies we’ve worked with in the past. It’s what we call the Demographic-
Targeted Blog Post, and the reason it tends to do so well for most companies is because of how ultra-specific they 
are. With Demographic-Targeted Blog Posts, your goal is to create compelling content for a very specific type of 
person or group of people within your broader target audience. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of demographic-targeted blog posts:  !
• The Blog Post From Movoto 
• The Blog Post From Mint 
• The Blog Post From Lululemon

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Make a list of potential blog topics. To come up with ideas, perform keyword research and think about 
who your ideal customer is. What are their interests? Where do they live? What milestones have they 
experienced? The blog post topic you decide on and the content you create should cater exclusively to a specific 
type of person or group of people within your broader target audience.  !
Step 2: Once you’ve decided on a topic, write your blog post. While you write, use Buzzsumo to find influencers 
and bloggers who might be willing to share your post with their followers once you publish it. Publish your post. !
Step 3: Start promoting it by emailing the influencers you found earlier and asking them to share the post.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Buzzsumo 
• Facebook Ads 
• Google Keyword Planner

Recommended Reading 
!
• Find Topics Using Keyword Research 
• How To Use The Google Keywords Tool 
• How To Come Up With Great Blog Ideas
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http://www.movoto.com/blog/opinions/moving-to-west-virginia/
https://www.mint.com/blog/planning/banking-tips-for-20-somethings-0514/
http://blog.lululemon.com/into-the-lion-city-singapore/
http://buzzsumo.com/
https://www.facebook.com/business/products/ads
https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
http://www.copyblogger.com/post-topics-keyword-research/
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http://blog.ghost.org/great-blog-post-ideas/
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The Top Posts Digest 
!

!
The problem with blogging regularly for your business is that sometimes your best blog posts and most-shared 
content gets buried overtime as you continue to publish more and more content. As a marketer, it’s your job to 
implement promotion strategies that keep these posts alive. One great way to extend the life of your blog posts is 
by creating what we call a Top Posts Digest. A Top Post Digest is a compilation of your best and most shared blog 
posts from a particular period of time. Lots of companies publish this type of post, not because they are interested 
in tooting their own horn or patting themselves on the back, but because it’s a great way to get their best and 
most well-received content in front of new readers and potential customers. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Top Posts Digest:  
!

• Shutterstock's Top Posts For 2014 List 
• Buffer's Top Posts For 2014 List 
• When I Work's Top Posts For Bosses List

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Use Google Analytics to compile a list of posts that received the highest traffic during a particular period 
of time. You can also compile a list of top posts that all relate to the same topic. Decide how you want to share 
your list. For example, you could write a blog post, send out an email, or make an interactive infographic.  !
Step 2: Create your digest. Write a compelling introduction that pulls readers in and keeps them reading. Add a 
1-2 sentence summary for each post you include in your list. !
Step 3: Publish your digest. Make it easy for people to share by adding social buttons or links. Include your top 
posts list in the welcome emails you send out to new customers, and include a link in your email signature. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• MailChimp 
• Flare 
• Google Analytics

Recommended Reading 
!
• Basics of Google Analytics 
• How To Create a MailChimp Campaign 
• How To Create a MailChimp Opt-In Form
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http://www.shutterstock.com/blog/the-best-of-the-blog-our-top-10-posts-of-2014
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http://kb.mailchimp.com/lists/signup-forms/create-signup-forms-and-response-emails
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The Social Media / Blog Giveaway 
!

!
As mentioned back in Tip #1, people love to take advantage of opportunities to win free stuff. It doesn’t matter 
how old you are, winning is— and always will be—exciting. With that in mind, another easy way to build brand 
awareness, grow your email list, increase traffic to your website, and land more customers is by launching a 
giveaway on your blog or a contest on one of your social media pages. If you haven’t been seeing the level of 
engagement that you wish you were seeing on your social media pages, or if your blog traffic has flatlined, 
launching a giveaway can be a great way to light the spark again.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Social Media / Blog Giveaways:  !
• The Replace Base Giveaway (Source: Rafflecopter) 
• The 123Dentist.com Giveaway (Source: Rafflecopter) 
• The Webroot Giveaway (Source: Rafflecopter)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Do some brainstorming to decide what kind of contest you want to run, where you want to run it, what 
you want people to do in order to enter, and what you want to give away. Tip: don’t give away a lame prize—offer 
something that people can actually get excited about.  !
Step 2: Sign up for one of the recommended tools below and begin building your giveaway or contest. !
Step 3: Launch your contest by sharing the news on social media, writing a blog post about it, inviting your 
customers to participate, and emailing anyone else who can help you get the word out about your campaign.  
 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Rafflecopter 
• Giveaways By KingSumo 
• Gleam

Recommended Reading 
!
• Tips for Running a Giveaway On Your Blog 
• Supercharge your Contests with Social 
• Crowdsource Product Ideas With Contests
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https://www.rafflecopter.com/files/casestudies/Fifty_6_Rafflecopter_Case_Study.pdf
https://www.rafflecopter.com/stories
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The Gated Content Method 
!

!
If you’re in the early stages of starting or launching your business, you need to be spending a lot of time 
implementing strategies that can help you grow your list. You need to be constantly working hard to develop an 
ongoing list of qualified leads that you can nurture over time. One great way to do this is by developing high-
value content for your website that your visitors can only access by giving something or doing something in 
return. We call this the Gated Content Method. It’s an effective strategy that a lot of businesses use to capture 
more leads and nurture relationships online. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Gated Content:  !
• The Free Chapters Offer From This Book 
• The Unbounce Free Guide 
• The Hubspot Free Templates

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Develop a new piece of content that you want to give your website visitors in exchange for taking 
whatever action you want them to take (like giving you their email address or sharing the page on social).  !
Step 2: Implement one of the recommended tools listed below. The first two options can be used if you want 
visitors to share a link to your content with their social media followers in order to gain access. The third option 
can be used if you’d rather collect email addresses and other information.  !
Step 3: Publish the blog post or landing page that features (or links to) your gated content, then start sending 
traffic to it. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Pay With a Tweet 
• Social Locker for Wordpress 
• MailChimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Use Pay With a Tweet 
• Should You Gate Content? 
• Is Gated Content a Necessary Evil?
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http://www.paywithapost.de/pay?id=7469a61e-fba1-4fa9-8073-ea9e51d0613d
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The Weekly Roundup Blog Post 
!

!
As a new business owner, you can’t waste any time when it comes to building up your credibility and positioning 
yourself as someone who knows what they’re talking about. If you want people to engage with you, work for you, 
and buy from you, you have to prove to them that you have the right ideas, the right solutions, and the right 
frame of mind. One great way to start making a name for yourself in the industry you operate in is by publishing 
Weekly Roundup posts on your blog. The Weekly Roundup Blog Post is another type of compilation post, similar 
to the post mentioned in Tip #29, but slightly different. With this post, instead of sharing your own best posts, 
you’re curating and sharing great posts from other people and companies in your industry.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Weekly Roundup Blog Posts:  !
• The Weekly Roundup From Bon Appetit 
• The Weekly Roundup From FiveThirtyEight 
• The Weekly Roundup From Architect Magazine

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide what topic or topics you want to cover in your weekly round up blog post. The obvious and smart 
choice would be a topic that directly relates to your industry or customers in some way.  !
Step 2: Use tools like Twitter, Buzzsumo Alerts, and Reddit to find newly published articles, guides, videos, 
podcasts, and other types of content to link to and include in your weekly roundup. !
Step 3: Gather the links you’d like to include in your first weekly roundup. Write a 1-2 sentence summary for each 
piece of content you include in your roundup. After your post goes live, email the people you included in your 
post to let them know you mentioned them and to ask them if they’d be willing to share your post. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Twitter 
• Buzzsumo Alerts 
• Reddit

Recommended Reading 
!
• Guide To Content Curation 
• 30 Tools for Content Discovery 
• Why You Should Curate Content
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The Free Tool That Helps & Converts 
!

!
As a business owner, your job is to make your website visitors care more about you. By helping them, you have a 
better chance of developing an ongoing relationship with them. When you need help, what’s the first thing you 
usually do? Grab your iPhone and plug your question into Google and wait for it to spit out answers, right? Your 
prospective customers do the same. Wouldn’t you like to show up at the top of that Google results list whenever 
your customers ask questions that you can help them answer? That’s where the opportunity to share an original, 
interactive tool comes into play. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of free conversion tools:  !
• The Employee Scheduling Excel Template From When I Work 
• The Mortgage Calculator From Zillow 
• The Social Media Marketing Resource Kit From Buffer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide what kind of tool you want to make. You should create a tool that (1) helps your ideal customer in 
some way, (2) has SEO value, (3) doesn’t cost you a lot of time or money to develop, and (4) allows you to build 
and nurture a list of potential customers.  !
Step 2: Create your tool. Your tool doesn’t need to be complicated. It just needs to answer someone’s question or 
solve someone’s problem. For your first tool, consider making something that doesn’t require hiring a developer 
to help produce, like a template, a cheat sheet, a planning document, or a reference chart. !
Step 3: Decide where your tool is going to live. You can go as simple as creating a blog post, or you can create an 
entire landing page for your tool. Write copy for your tool, incorporate an opt-in form to capture emails, and 
automate delivery using an email client like Mailchimp.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Microsoft Office 
• Google Apps For Work 
• Mailchimp (for capturing email addresses)

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Create Conversion Tools 
• Creating The Ultimate Landing Page 
• Effective Website Copywriting
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The Better Subject Line 
!

!
In email marketing, your subject line is your first impression. If you don’t take the time to write compelling 
subject lines, your emails flop. That’s just the way it is. It doesn’t matter how good, or compelling, or persuasive 
you think the email you wrote is—if your subject line stinks, no one will ever see it. If you want to learn how to 
write better subject lines for your emails, you have to be willing to run A/B subject line tests for every single email 
you ever send out to your list. It’s the only way to increase open rates and ensure that more people are actually 
opening and reading your emails. Thankfully, it’s pretty easy to do. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of subject line A/B tests:  !
• The Subject Line A/B Test Example From Campaign Monitor (Source: Campaign Monitor) 
• The Subject Line A/B Test Example From Unbounce (Source: Unbounce) 
• The Subject Line A/B Testing Example From Zopim (Source: Crazyegg)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Go through each of the recommended readings listed below. Before you start running A/B tests on your 
subject lines, it’s helpful to learn about best practices and common strategies.   !
Step 2: If you’re already sending out emails on a regular basis, see if the email client you use has the functionality 
for you to run A/B tests on your subject lines. If the option doesn’t exist, consider moving to another provider.  !
Step 3: Learn how to set up the A/B test and run it on the next email you send out. Spend time reviewing the 
results so you can get a better idea of what kind of copy converts better. This will help you continue to make 
improvements to your subject lines over time.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Campaign Monitor 
• MailChimp 
• AWeber

Recommended Reading 
!
• The CoSchedule Email Subject Line Post 
• Email Subject Line Strategies 
• Subject Line Best Practices
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The Social Integration Technique 
!

!
As a business owner, you can’t afford to ignore social media. Thanks to sites like Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, and 
hundreds of others, people are more connected with each other than ever before in history. To successfully launch 
and grow a business today, you have to participate. But if you really want to differentiate from competitors and 
boost conversions, you have to also take the time to ingrate social media into your website. The goal of social 
integration is to make it possible (and easy) for your website visitors to continue interacting with their 
communities while they spend time doing things like reading your content or learning about your products.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of free conversion tools:  !
• The Commenting Social Integration From Mashable 
• The Social Sharing Bar From New Relic 
• The Product Social Buttons From Sephora

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Evaluate your website and look for opportunities where social integration can occur. For example, you 
should have social share buttons on all of your blog posts and all of your product pages. You should also make it 
easy for visitors to log into your site or leave comments using their Facebook accounts.  !
Step 2: Look through the recommended tools below and decide which ones you’d like to use. You may need 
assistance from a developer in order to successfully implement the tools on your site.  !
Step 3: Make sure your visitors and followers know that your site has social integration. You can do this by 
encouraging people to leave questions and comments about your products using their Facebook accounts. You 
can also ask people to share your blog posts with their followers.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• Flare 
• AddThis 
• Facebook Social Plugins

Recommended Reading 
!
• Get Started With Facebook Integration 
• Add Social Media To Your Ecommerce Site 
• Get Started With AddThis
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The Upsell Email 
!

!
Sometimes, all you have to do is ask. That’s really what The Upsell Email is in a nutshell. It’s you going out of your 
way to proactively ask your users to convert or buy again. To send effective upsell emails, you have to convince 
people that you’re just trying to help and avoid coming across as too forceful or annoying. Most importantly, your 
emails have to have context. Your users need to be able to easily recognize why they are getting the email you’re 
sending them, and the call-to-action has to be crystal clear.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few upsell email examples:  !
• Dollar Shave Club (Source: VERO) 
• Evernote (Source: VERO) 
• Priceline (Source: VERO)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide what kind of upsell email you can send to your users. Remember: the purpose of the email is add 
value and to help (in addition to boosting conversions and sales).  !
Step 2: Create your upwell email using your email client. We’ve provided 2 in the recommended tools section 
below that can both help you manage your upsell emails. In AWeber, here are the steps you would take to set it up: 
first, set up analytics on your site if you don’t have them running already. Second, identify your customers. Third, 
save them into segments. !
Step 3: You final step is to send out your offer. For more information about these types of emails, take a look at 
the articles listed in the recommended reading section below.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• AWeber 
• GetResponse 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Anatomy of an Awesome Upsell Email 
• How To Upsell With Email 
• How To Upsell To Your Customers
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The LinkedIn Group Authority Hack 
!

!
If you want to establish yourself as an industry influencer and connect with more business contacts, one thing 
you can do is create a LinkedIn Group around a particular topic that relates to your business or industry.  
!
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few ideas of groups you could create: !
• a group about customer service 
• a group about managing employees 
• a group about SaaS business

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Pick a topic that you want to discuss regularly with others.  !
Step 2: Go to LinkedIn and create your group.  !
Step 3: Invite your contacts and business partners.  !!!!!

Recommended Tools 
!
• LinkedIn 

Recommended Reading 
!
• How to create a LinkedIn group 
• How To Create an Great LinkedIn Group
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The Exclusive Interview Blog Post 
!

!
In Tip #17, we gave you an outreach strategy for getting guest posts. As mentioned, it’s a great way to start 
building brand buzz and credibility for yourself. Tip #38 is also an outreach strategy that involves working with 
other people in your industry, but it’s a little different. For the Exclusive Interview Blog Post, you’re not reaching 
out to others in an attempt to publish a guest post on their blog. Instead, you’re reaching out to top industry 
influencers and including them in a Q&A style post on your own blog. It’s another technique that you can use to 
show your prospects that you know the right people. It’s also a chance for you to bring new traffic to your website.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Exclusive Interview Blog Post:  !
• The Interview Blog Post From When I Work 
• The Interview Blog Post From Growth Everywhere 
• The Interview Blog Post From LeadPages

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Make a list of industry experts or partners that you’d like to interview on your blog. Use a tool like 
Buzzsumo to find people who have an active presence and following on social media. With Buzzsumo, you can 
also see how likely a person is to respond to people on Twitter, which can give you an idea of how likely they 
might be to respond to a request from you.  !
Step 2: Once you have your list, start collecting email addresses. There’s really no trick for finding an email 
address. You just have to use Google to try to hunt it down. Check places like their social media profiles, their 
website, or their past company press releases.  !
Step 3: Send out your request email. Make it brief. Introduce yourself and ask them if you could interview them 
for your blog. Pitch a topic. If they bite, follow up with questions, or set up a time to talk to them on video. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Google Hangouts 
• Google Forms 
• Twitter

Recommended Reading 
!
• How to Find Experts to Interview 
• The Expert Interview Guide 
• Grow Your Blog with the Power of Experts
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The Refer-A-Friend Program 
!

!
If you can keep them happy and deliver on your promises, your first buyers often end up becoming your most 
loyal customers. And happy customers can be powerful lead generation tools. The question is, what can you do to 
motivate customers to send new leads and business your way? It’s true that it might happen naturally on 
occasion, but when you’re trying to make big waves, you can’t wait around for chance. So what can do you? A lot 
of companies develop Refer-A-Friend Programs. Also known as ambassador programs, Refer-A-Friend programs 
have and continue to be used by many companies as a formalized way to reward people for sending qualified leads 
your way.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of free conversion tools:  !
• Dropbox (Source: Referral Candy) 
• Uber (Source: Referral Candy) 
• Spotify (Source: Referral Candy)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what you can offer as a reward to people for helping you convert more people. For example, 
you could give people things like discounts on products, credits, or, our personal favorite—cold, hard cash. Try to 
come up with a reward that your customers will love. !
Step 2: Create an account for one of the recommended tools below. You’ll use one of these tools to manage your 
entire referral program. Read through the onboarding documentation provided and start building your program.  !
Step 3: Launch your referral program, then get the word out by writing a press release, emailing your existing 
clients, publishing a blog post, and sharing the news on social. Make sure that every new customer knows that 
your referral program exists from day 1.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• Ambassador 
• Referral SaaSquatch 
• Friendbuy

Recommended Reading 
!
• The Dropbox Case Study 
• Referral Program Guide 
• Create a Referral Program That Works
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The Exit Intent Pop-Up 
!

!
You might be implementing all the right strategies needed in order to boost web traffic and get people to your 
website, but it’s not much use if you can’t convince them to buy from you once they get there. One technique 
that’s been steadily growing in popularity over the last few years is what’s known as the Exit Intent Pop-Up. It’s 
likely that you see these all the time when you’re visiting new sites. They are the message boxes that pop up as 
soon as you decide it’s time to leave a website. A lot of business owners are afraid to use them because of how 
forceful and annoying they can sometimes be, but at the end of the day, smart business owners get over it because 
of how effective they are in boosting conversions. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Exit Intent Pop-Up:  !
• The Exit Pop-Up From Copy Hackers 
• The Exit Pop-Up From Green Mountain Mustard 
• The Exit Pop-Up From Bounce Exchange

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Sign up for an account for one of the recommended tools below. The cost varies for each of these tools, so 
evaluate them and pick the one that works best for you and your budget. !
Step 2: Think about what you want your exit intent pop-up to say. If you want to see more examples, look for case 
studies on the website of the tool you ended up choosing, or just search Google. There are plenty of examples out 
there that you can learn from. In general, the goal is to write copy that is somewhat forceful—without sounding 
rude. You’ll see what we mean when you look for examples of these on other sites.  !
Step 3: Set up and launch your first campaign. Depending on which tool you end up using, you may have a 
dedicated account manager who can help you set everything up. Let the campaign run for a couple weeks and see 
how it impacted your conversions. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Bounce Exchange 
• Picreel 
• Exit Monitor

Recommended Reading 
!
• What Is Exit Intent? 
• Make Your Landing Page More Persuasive 
• Opt-In Pop-Ups: Are They Any Good?
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The Big Brother Hack 
!

!
You can learn a lot about your prospects and the effectiveness of your website without actually having to talk to 
them. That’s not to say you shouldn’t go out of your way to gather feedback from people—you should. But there 
are also other strategies and methods you can use to gain the insight you need to make the right changes for your 
business. One such way is by using monitoring tools to track how people use your website. We call this the Big 
Brother Hack. With the Big Brother Hack, you have the opportunity to gather incredibly helpful, actionable data 
without having to bother your prospects. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Big Brother Hack:  !
• The Walmart UserTesting Example 
• The Daily Egg Blog Heatmap (Source: Crazy Egg) 
• The Quick Sprout Heat Map (Source: TechRepublic)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Create accounts on Crazy Egg and UserTesting. Crazy Egg is a tool that allows you to track “hot zones” on 
your site (i.e. heat maps that illustrate what people click on and what they ignore). Usertesting connects you with 
people who visit and explore your website and give you feedback on what makes sense, what’s confusing, etc.  !
Step 2: Use the tools to collect data about your website. Remember: your goal is to determine if there any any 
changes you can make that can help boost conversions.  !
Step 3: Interpret results and make any necessary changes to your website in order to attempt to influence your 
visitors and boost conversions. !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Crazy Egg 
• UserTesting 
• ClickTale

Recommended Reading 
!
• The ConversionXL Post on Heat Maps 
• Takeaways from Eye Tracking Studies 
• The Evernote Case Study
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The Industry Trade Show Brand Boost 
!

!
To build a successful business today, you have to have a strong online presence. You have to invest in strategies 
that can help you connect with and convert more people who are looking for solutions to their problems—
solutions your business can provide. But that doesn’t mean you should ignore growth opportunities that exist in 
the physical world. Despite how important the internet may be to the continued success of your business, you 
should still look for opportunities to connect with people in the real world. One way you can do this is by 
attending industry trade shows and conferences. Not only can attending industry events help you connect with 
the right prospects, it can also help you connect with the right partners. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of different industry trade shows:  !
• Coffeefest 
• National Restaurant Association Show 
• CES

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Use Google to find upcoming trade shows or conferences that you can attend.  !
Step 2: Decide if you want to participate simply as an attendee, or if you’d like to attend as a vendor and pay to 
have an actual booth that people can visit. If you do decide to pay for booth space, use the recommended tools 
below to create marketing, branding, and promotional material to display at your booth.  !
Step 3: Attend at least one conference or trade show per quarter. While you’re there, try to network and connect 
with as many people as possible. Gather business cards and email addresses from potential business partners and 
customers, and add them to your mailing list when you get back.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Moo 
• Skyline 
• Microsoft Office

Recommended Reading 
!
• Why Trade Shows Deliver Value 
• 50 Best Conferences to Attend 
• Making Trade Shows Work For You
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The Niche-Focused Blog Strategy 
!

!
You can’t blog just for the sake of blogging, or because someone told you that’s what you’re supposed to do. You 
have to have an intentional strategy in place in order for blogging to help your business in any way. If you’re in 
the early stages of blogging for your business, or if you’ve been blogging for a while but still haven’t seen much 
traction, consider implementing what we call the Niche-Focused Blog Strategy. The Niche-Focused Blog Strategy 
works like this: instead of writing boring blog posts about your company, or generic posts that look like every 
other blog post from other businesses in your industry, do something different. Think bigger. Create a niche-
specific blog that a very focused group of people will come to see and use as a resource to improve their lives.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Niche-Focused blogs:  !
• Mint 
• Movoto 
• Honest

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: The first thing you need to do is review the 3 examples above. Then, read through the 2 case studies we’ve 
linked to below. These resources and case studies will help you gain a better understanding of what niche blogs 
actually are and why they work so well.  !
Step 2: Next, think about the people you are trying to reach. Who are they? What do they need help with? Use 
this information to come up with a new focus for your blog. Try to be ultra-specific. When it comes to blogging, 
broad topics don’t work. People want specifics. Decide on your focus and come up with your first 10 post ideas. !
Step 3: Find a better blog theme for your website on Themeforest. Pick one that looks different than all the other 
blogs you see on company websites. Hire someone to help you install your theme and make sure to design it in a 
way so that it’s consistent with your brand. The first post you publish should describe the new focus of your blog.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Wordpress 
• Themeforest 
• Google Keyword Planner

Recommended Reading 
!
• Tips For Finding Your Blog Niche 
• The Mint Case Study 
• The Movoto Case Study
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The Twitter Chat 
!

!
If you’re still fairly new to Twitter, you might feel like all you ever see is noise. Knowing how or who or when to 
engage with people on Twitter can be difficult. Twitter can be a great lead generation and growth tool—but you 
have to know how to use it. If all you’re doing on Twitter is publishing tweets day after day and you never try 
anything different, you’re not going to get anything out of it. It’s going to be a giant waste of your time and 
energy. If you want to test something new, try organizing a Twitter Chat. Twitter chats are great for reaching 
qualified leads and strengthening your reputation in an industry, as well as the reputation of your company. The 
best part is, they are free to organize—you don’t have to spend a penny. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Twitter Chats:  !
• The Twitter Chat From Brian Honigman 
• The Twitter Chat From HubSpot 
• The Twitter Chat From AIA

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about a general topic you’d like to cover week after week in your Twitter chat. The topic you choose 
has to be interesting enough to grab the attention of not only users, but also guests.  !
Step 2: Create a simple landing page or publish a blog post that describes your Twitter chat. Look at the examples 
provided above if you need help. Next, reach out to a few business partners or influencers in your industry who 
might be willing to be interviewed by you on your first Twitter chat. Pick a time, date, and unique hashtag to use.  !
Step 3: Once someone agrees to host with you, come up with engaging questions to ask them.  Start getting the 
word out about your upcoming Twitter chat, and make sure people know that you want them to engage and chime 
in during the Twitter chat. When your first Twitter chat is over, use Storify to build a recap of the discussion. Add 
your recap to your landing page or blog posts as an example of what people can expect. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Hootsuite 
• Tweetchat 
• Storify

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Host a Successful Twitter Chat 
• Guide To Hosting a Twitter Chat 
• Twitter Chats 101
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The Testimonials Strategy  
!

!
Despite what some may tell you, testimonials are still powerful tools that can be used to influence purchasing 
behavior on your website. As mentioned before, you can talk about how great your business is all day long if you 
wanted to, but at the end of the day, prospects want to hear from other people. Real people who use or have used 
your products. With that in mind, you need to be proactive when it comes to gathering and sharing the great 
things that people say about you and your company. The Testimonials Strategy is simple: put together a process 
for collecting testimonials, and create a place (or places) on your website to feature them. When you display 
testimonials and case studies on your website, it helps boost confidence among your prospects.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of testimonials on websites:  !
• Testimonials On Shopify (Source: Shopify) 
• Testimonials on ZenPayroll (Source: ZenPayroll) 
• Case Studies From KISSmetrics

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: The first step you need to take is to figure out how you’re going to start gathering testimonials. To start, 
make a list of current and former customers who you think would be willing to say some nice things about you. 
Reach out to them personally via email, in person, or over the phone and ask them for a testimonial. If you know 
your company and products helped certain people succeed in a big way, ask them to work with you to develop a 
case study.   !
Step 2: After you have your first batch of testimonials and case studies, decide where you want them to live on 
your website. A few good places to consider: your homepage, your product pages, and your About page.  !
Step 3: Automate the testimonial gathering process as much as possible by using one of the recommended tools 
below. Continue adding great testimonials and case studies to various sections and pages of your website. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Nimb 
• Help Scout 
• Storybox

Recommended Reading 
!
• Why You Should Get Testimonials 
• How To Create Captivating Testimonials 
• Creative Ways To Get Testimonials
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The Online Reviews Request 
!

!
Like testimonials, reviews are also great tools to use when you need to combat any fears or objections your 
prospects might think of when deciding whether or not to do business with you. If you own a local brick-and-
mortar business, reviews can really help bring new traffic through your doors. If you own a SaaS business or some 
other type of business that operates primary online, reviews are also important. One mistake a lot of business 
owners make is that they don’t ever think to actually ask people to write reviews—they just assume it will happen 
naturally. And sometimes it does. But smart business owners don’t wait for people to leave reviews. They ask 
them.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of online review requests:  !
• An Online Review Request Page From a Dental Office 
• An Online Review Request Page From a Carpet Cleaning Business 
• A Blog Review Post of XERO

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Make a list of happy customers that you can reach out to. Additionally, you can also create a list of 
influential bloggers who might be willing to review your products or services. !
Step 2: If you haven’t already, you need to set up profiles for sites that people can go to when they’re ready to 
leave you a review. For brick-and-mortar businesses, use Moz Local. For SaaS businesses, make sure you get listed 
on sites like GetApp.  !
Step 3: Create a page on your website that you can send people to when they agree to write you a review. See 
above for examples. Reach out to people on your lists and see who is willing to leave you a review. You decide 
whether or not you want to create an incentive or reward for people as a way to encourage them to participate. 
Include a link to your new “leave us a review” page in your email signature. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Moz Local 
• App Diretories 
• Yotpo

Recommended Reading 
!
• 7 Secrets To Getting Online Reviews 
• The Moz Article on Reviews 
• How To Ask Bloggers For Reviews
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The Promotion Swap 
!

!
As mentioned back in Tip #14, you should make it a rule to never create content that you aren’t sure you’ll be able 
to promote. There are a lot of content promotion strategies that you can implement in order to bring more people 
to your website. One of our favorite strategies is what we call The Promotion Swap. It’s pretty simple. The 
Promotion Swap is basically an informal agreement that you make with another company or partner to share each 
other’s content when it makes sense to do so. It’s a great way to build social partnerships with companies and 
like-minded business owners who want the same thing that you want: to build brand awareness, increase web 
traffic, and ultimately grow their businesses. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of promotion swaps:  !
• The Tweet From TinyHR 
• The When I Work / Gryffin Promotion Swap (1 of 2) 
• The When I Work / Gryffin Promotion Swap (2 of 2)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: The first thing you need to do is decide who you want to reach out to. You should look for companies that 
have a similar customer base as you, and ones that have a decent following on sites like Facebook and Twitter. !
Step 2: The next step is to reach out to the people you put on your list, but first—consider implementing part of 
the strategy we outlined back in Tip #17: mention the people or companies you want to reach out to in a blog 
post. Then surprise them with the link when it comes time to ask them for help with promoting your content.  !
Step 3: Send your outreach emails. Tell them that you mentioned them in your blog post, that you’re a fan of their 
content, and ask them if they’d be interested in working together to promote each other’s content from time to 
time. If they agree, follow up by sending them a list of your top 5 posts and ask them to reply with their list. Find a 
place for their posts in your social media publishing schedule and @ mention them whenever possible.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Buzzsumo 
• Yesware 
• Buffer

Recommended Reading 
!
• Content Partnerships Fuel Startup Growth 
• How To Use Social Partnerships 
• Content Promotion Tips
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The Marketing Partnership Strategy 
!

!
Asking another business owner or company to help promote your content is a great way to earn a quick win for 
your company, but there’s a lot more you can and should do when it comes to partnering with other businesses. If 
you want to grow your business and get in front of prospects that you haven’t engaged with before, one great way 
to do it is by establishing a more formalized marketing partnership with a company or a handful of companies 
that have a smilier audience or user base as yours. If you want to test the waters a bit with marketing 
partnerships, a good place to start is by creating and publishing a piece of content with another company.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of marketing partnerships:  !
• The Co-Hosted Webinar Example 
• The Co-Branded Infographic 
• The Co-Branded Video

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: As you did in the previous step, make a list of potential partners that you’d like to reach out to. The 
companies you pick should have an active online presence, a strong email list, and customers that you can benefit 
from gaining access to.  !
Step 2: Reach out to the companies on your list and see if any of them would be interested in launching a co-
branded content marketing campaign with you. Let them know you’re interested in creating a piece of content 
together (like a video, an infographic, an ebook, a webinar, etc.). If desired, you can also pitch them some ideas.  !
Step 3: Move forward with interested parties. Divvy up the work that needs to be done and split the cost down the 
middle. Put together a promotion plan with your partner, finalize your piece of content, publish it, and start the 
promotion phase.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• GoToWebinar 
• Buzzsumo 
• Google Apps For Work

Recommended Reading 
!
• Extend Your Reach With Partnerships 
• What in the Heck Is Co-Marketing? 
• Steps To Finding a Marketing Partner
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The Udemy Credibility Booster 
!

!
Building credibility for yourself isn’t just something that should happen during the early phases of starting your 
business—it’s something you need to always be working on. There are a lot of ways to build credibility and trust as 
a business owner. We’ve written that you can build credibility by writing great blog posts, attending networking 
events, telling your brand story, and launching an email series, but we haven’t mentioned one of our favorite 
techniques of all: by teaching an online class. The online learning industry has skyrocketed in popularity over the 
last few years. If you want to take another step that can help you leverage yourself as an industry influencer and 
someone who can help, try teaching a class on Udemy.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Udemy courses: !
• Courses Taught By Real Estate Professionals 
• Courses Taught By Fitness Professionals 
• Courses Taught By Web Development Professionals

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide on a course topic. It should relate to your business, industry, or personal expertise in some way. Go 
to Udemy if you want to see what other people in your industry are teaching others on the site.  !
Step 2: Sign up to become an instructor on the site and use the resources provided in the recommended reading 
section to start working on your course. If needed, hire a freelancer to help you with the production side of things.  !
Step 3: Publish your course and promote it by writing a blog post about it, sharing the news with your social 
media followers, and sending emails out to your customers and business partners. You can also try to guest post 
about your course topic on other sites.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Udemy 
• Camtasia 
• iMovie

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Plan Your Course 
• How To Produce Your Course 
• How To Market Your Course
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The Stayin’ Alive Content Strategy 
!

!
Content marketing is a necessity when it comes to connecting with more people online, building brand 
awareness, and growing your startup. If you want to get more out of the content you produce for your blog, 
consider taking the time to repurpose your best posts into other forms of content that you can publish on other 
sites. This is what we call the Stayin’ Alive Content Strategy. It’s a fairly common content marketing strategy that 
can help extend the life of your best content, give you more bang for your buck, and also share your value with 
new audiences.   

Examples of Use 
!
Here are some ideas of content repurposing: !
• The Coschedule Blog Post & Slideshare Presentation 
• The Buffer Blog Post and YouTube Video 
• When I Work Blog Post and Infographic

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Pick one of your best blog posts that you’ve published within the last six months. Use Google Analytics to 
find the one that got the highest page views.  !
Step 2: Make a plan for repurposing the blog post into at least 3 new pieces of content. For ideas, take a look at 
the recommended reading articles below. If you’re planning on making visuals, a slideshow presentation, or an 
infographic, use one of the recommended tools listed below.  !
Step 3: Publish your new pieces of content and share it with your social media followers. You can also go back to 
your original blog post and update it to include links to the other forms of content if you’d like. !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Canva 
• Slideshare 
• Piktochart

Recommended Reading 
!
• 50 Places To Repurpose Your Content 
• Guide To Repurposing Content 
• The Purpose of Repurposing Content
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The Co-Branded Infographic 
!

!
You might have noticed that we mentioned the Co-Branded Infographic briefly in Tip #48, but it’s such an 
effective and simple tip to implement that we felt it was worth spending some additional time on. Infographics 
are particularly powerful pieces of content for 3 reasons: First, they are visual. Second, they are embeddable. And 
third, people love sharing them. And all in all, they really aren’t that expensive to produce. So, if you’re thinking 
about giving the whole content partnerships strategy a try, we recommend that you start by co-creating an 
infographic.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of co-branded infographics:  !
• The Infographic From Nameberry & Pishposh 
• The Infographic From 5 Wedding Vendors 
• The Infographic From Vidyard and MarketingProfs

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Use the Google Keyword Planner Tool to perform some keyword research in an effort to come up with the 
right topic. Pitch your infographic idea to another company that you’d like to work with. If they like the idea, 
move forward with the project by working together to create an outline for your infographic. Keep in mind: your 
infographic should tell a story. It should include supporting data and research, but in order for it to do well, it has 
to tell a story. !
Step 2: Create your infographic by using one of the recommended tools below. Alternatively, you could hire a 
freelance designer to help you create your infographic. Depending on their experience and skill-level, you may be 
able to spend less than what you’d spend using one of the mentioned tools.  !
Step 3: Work with your partner to put together a promotion plan for your infographic, then launch when ready!

Recommended Tools 
!
• Piktochart 
• Visual.ly 
• Infogram

Recommended Reading 
!
• Why Infographuics Matter 
• Double Your Traffic With Infographics 
• Reasons To Use Infographics For Branding
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The Inactive Users Email 
!

!
How many times have you signed up for a new app or service and then forgot about it or lost interest? If you’re 
like us, it’s probably more times than you can count. It’s a common issue that nearly every SaaS or app company 
has to deal with: inactive users. One of the most direct ways you can communicate with any users who sign up for 
your app is by sending them emails. If you’re fed up with inactive users, try sending them enticing engagement-
driven emails as a way to get them to start using your app or service again.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of free conversion tools:  !
• An Example From Video Game Trader (Source: Growth Hacking Pro) 
• An Example From Memrise 
• An Example From Buffer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: If you aren’t already set up to track user behavior or send emails, sign up for one of the recommended 
tools below.  !
Step 2: Think about how you can drive engagement and get your inactive users using your app or service again.  
For ideas, take a look at the 3 examples provided above. Come up with a few possible messages or prompts that 
you could send out that you think would boost engagement.   !
Step 3: Set up a trigger-based email campaign in your email client or in Autosend for inactive users. Test one of 
the messages that you came up with and see how successful it is in driving engagement. !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Autosend 
• Customer.io

Recommended Reading 
!
• Dealing With Inactive Accounts 
• Monitor and Drive Engagement 
• Re-engage Your Inactive Customers
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The Blog Comment Technique  
!

!
If you want to create more content partnerships and send more traffic back to your website, consider going out of 
your way to regularly comment on other blog posts from other companies around the web. 
!
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Types of blogs to look for: !
• Blogs in your industry 
• Blogs in your community  

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Use Buzzsumo to find reputable blogs to comment on.  !
Step 2: Try to leave at least two comments per week on blogs.  !
Step 3: Share the blog posts you comment on with your social media followers.  !!!!

Recommended Tools 
!
• Buzzsumo 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Blog Commenting Case Study 
!
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The Animated GIF Tutorial 
!

!
Thanks to sites like Buzzfeed, Mashable, Upworthy, and others, GIFs are all the rage these days. If you aren’t 
familiar with them,  a GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) is a type of animated image.  Perhaps because of their 
growing popularity among web users, more and more savvy startups have started creating and using them to 
onboard users and as education tools. If you’re looking for ways to beef up your onboarding process or make user 
education a little more interesting, try making a few Animated GIF Tutorials that explain how your product works.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of GIF tutorials:  !
• A Tutorial GIF from When I Work 
• The Tutorial GIF From Intercom 
• The Tutorial GIF From User App

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Start thinking about what processes or features you can make GIFs for. For example, do you regularly get 
the same question over and over again from users in regards to how a particular feature works? Or do you have a 
new feature that you’re in the process of rolling out? Creating GIFs that address these two scenarios could help 
provide clarity for your users and save you tons of time.  If you need a little inspiration, take a look at the 3 
examples above to see how other companies are using GIFs.  !
Step 2: Create your GIF. If you want to keep things really simple, use Record It. It’s incredibly easy to use. If you 
have more experience with Photoshop, feel free to use that to make your GIF instead.  !
Step 3: Decide where you want to put it. For example, you could put it somewhere in your Help center, include it 
in one of your onboarding emails, or send it to individuals who reach out to you for help on Facebook and Twitter. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Record It 
• Photoshop 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Show, Don't Tell, With GIFS 
• How To Make a GIF With Photoshop 
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The Timely Piggyback Social Media Post 
!

!
One of the best and easiest ways to get your social media followers talking is by taking the opportunity to chime 
in whenever you see popular or timely topics being covered in the news or written about on other pop culture 
sites like Buzzfeed. It’s what we like to call the Timely Piggyback Social Media Post. These are types of posts you 
publish during the Super Bowl, on the day that a new big blockbuster comes out, or when the weather is doing 
something it hasn’t done in 25 years. They’re effective in boosting engagement because they piggyback off topics 
that everyone cares about.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of piggyback posts:  !
• The Tweet From Johnson & Johnson (Source: Social Media Explorer) 
• The Facebook Post From Warby Parker (Source: Social Media Explorer) 
• The Tweet From NASA (Source: MarketingLand)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Take a look at the Major Holidays article we included in the recommended reading section below. If you 
have a social media publishing calendar that you use, go through the holiday list and make notes about the ones 
you want to make sure to post something about when the day comes. Think about other upcoming events that you 
can talk to your social media followers about. You can also become more aware of timely post opportunities by 
using a tool like Buzzsumo to set up alerts for specific topics.  !
Step 2: When it comes time to chime in on a topic, use Hootsuite to track and participate in conversations on 
Twitter. You can also use tools like Canva or PowerPoint to quickly create funny or entertaining graphics to share 
with people. !
Step 3: Continue updating your timely post opportunities list and keep chiming in whenever you can.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Hootsuite 
• Canva 
• PowerPoint

Recommended Reading 
!
• The High's & Low's of Timely Posts 
• Major Holidays 
• Improve Your Social Media Posts
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The VIP Event 
!

!
Once in a while, it’s worth your time and money to host events in the physical world in an effort to get the word 
out about your business and connect with more leads. The VIP Event is a strategy that can be particularly useful if 
you’re in the process of launching your business, announcing new partnerships, or trying to get feedback from 
people on new products or features that you’re working on. These types of events are also a great way to build 
your email list and create some social buzz about your company in the weeks leading up to your event, and on the 
night of the event itself. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few types of events you could host:  !
• An event to announce new fetters or partnerships 
• An end-of-year event to thank your biggest customers 
• A ribbon-cutting event

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what kind of event you want to host for your business and think about what your goals are. 
Do you want to network with more people in your industry? Do you want to build a new list of qualified leads to 
nurture? Do you want to get feedback on your products? Do you want to throw a party for your best and most 
loyal customers? The answers to these questions will help you make a decision about the purpose of your event.  !
Step 2: Write a brief outline of what you want to happen at the event, who you want to invite, and when it will 
happen. Set a budget for your event and start working on the logistics.  !
Step 3: Invite people using Eventbrite. You can also use Canva create graphics to share on your blog and on social 
media that promote the event. Do some pre-promotion beforehand and get someone to take photos and publish 
updates on the night of your event.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Eventbrite 
• Canva 
• Facebook Ads

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Host a Customer Event 
• How To Host an Event For Small Business 
• 42 Event Planning Tips
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The Countdown Urgency Conversion Technique 
!

!
Online shopping has made it easier for consumers to talk themselves out of making purchases. Without store 
owners and salespeople breathing down their necks, there’s no pressure. It’s a problem that a lot of companies 
deal with. One great way to motivate your prospects to take action is by creating a sense of urgency. It’s a trick 
that companies like Amazon and Groupon have perfected over the years, and as a result, their growth continues to 
skyrocket day after day. You can easily create a sense of urgency on your own website by building a countdown 
timer and using it in areas where conversion is low.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of urgency countdowns:  !
• The Countdown From ConversionXL (Source: ConversionXL) 
• The Countdown From AppSumo (Source: Crazy Egg) 
• The Countdown From Amazon (Source: Crazy Egg)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: See how other companies use countdown timers to create a sense of urgency and boost conversions by 
looking through the examples above and the first article listed in the recommended reading section below.  !
Step 2: Think about where on your website you could add a countdown timer. Alternatively, you could also design 
an email campaign that incorporates a countdown timer by using the last tool mentioned in the list below.  !
Step 3: Use the tools below to build your urgency countdown timer. We recommend trying the middle tool first if 
you don’t have a developer who can build a custom countdown timer for you. Push your timer live, keep it up for 
at least a week, then evaluate to determine if it has impacted your conversion rates in any way.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Countdown Monkey 
• Urgency Countdown Timer 
• Countdown Timer For Emails

Recommended Reading 
!
• The ConversionXL Case Study 
• Drive Action By Introducing Urgency 
• Understanding Consumer Psychology
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The Gamification Engagement Method 
!

!
Everyone loves being rewarded or recognized for doing the right things. As a business owner, you can take 
advantage of this truth and use it to grow your business. How? By implementing the Gamification Engagement 
Method. Gamification is a pretty simple concept, but it can be incredibly effective when it comes to getting your 
users and customers to do what they need to do in order to be successful and get the most out of your products. 
Gamification works like this: you show a user how to perform an action, or you give them a list of actions to 
complete, the user completes the action, then you give them a reward. Pretty straightforward, right? If you’re 
looking for more ways to get your customers to take action, try making the process a little more fun. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of gamification:  !
• The Memrise Example (Source: The Next Web) 
• The Twoodoo Example (Source: The Next Web) 
• The UserVoice Example (Source: UserVoice)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Brainstorm how you can work gamification into your product. Take a look at the examples above to get a 
few ideas. Take a second to also scroll back to Tip #21—it’s another example of gamification that businesses use 
to drive engagement and action. Think about what you need users to do in order to be successful. !!
Step 2: Once you’ve come up with an idea, work with your developer and designer to build gamification into your 
product. If you don’t have an internal team yet, reach out to someone on oDesk for help.   !
Step 3: Test the gamification on a small batch of people before pushing it live for your entire user base. Work out 
any kinks and see if what you create makes sense to people. Ask for feedback, make any final adjustments, then 
push it live. Once it’s live, it’s up to you to track how it’s impacting engagement and activity. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• oDesk 
• An Internal Developer 

Recommended Reading 
!
• What Is Gamification? 
• A Video About Gamification 
• Eight Ways To Gamify Your App
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The Copywriting For Growth Strategy 
!

!
Competition for consumer attention online is fierce. The tiniest of details matter. With that in mind, one skill that 
you need to master as a business owner is the ability to write compelling content for your website, emails, product 
pages, blog posts, and social media updates. It’s not enough to simply put words on the page—you have to go out 
of your way to create strategic, engaging copy that drives your prospects to take action. If you don’t, you’ll lose 
business to competitors who do. Worried that you’re not a strong enough writer? Don’t sweat it. There are a lot of 
tools and resources out there that can help you write copy that converts.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of great copy on websites:  !
• The Landing Page Copy From Zapier 
• The Landing Page Copy From Neil Patel 
• The Landing Page Copy From Optimizely

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Start by skimming through the articles in the recommended reading section below. When you’re finished, 
review the existing copy on your website and find a few sections that you want to work on.  !
Step 2: If you haven’t done so already, sign up for an Optimizely account. Optimizely will make it easy for you to 
test new copy for your headlines, landing pages, CTA buttons, and any other section of your website that needs 
work. You can also take this time to do some keyword research to find any quick SEO opportunities that you 
haven’t taken advantage of.  !
Step 3: Build and launch your copy A/B tests using Optimizely. Use the results you get to make permanent 
updates to the copy on your website in an effort to boost conversions over time.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• Optimizely 
• Headlines Analyzer 
• Google Keyword Planner

Recommended Reading 
!
• List of Words & Phrases That Convert 
• Optimize Your Website Messaging 
• Effective Website Copywriting
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The Rare CEO/Owner/Founder Email 
!

!
When your startup was brand new, it probably made a lot of sense to communicate with prospects and clients 
directly—especially if you were your only employee at the time. But as your business continues to grow and you 
hire more people to help you with all the tasks you used to manage on your own, you should consider phasing 
yourself out of most of the direct communication that happens with clients. There are, of course, exceptions that 
should be made from time to time—like when your biggest client is waiting on the other line—but if possible, try 
your hardest to only communicate with customers and prospects when you really want or need them to listen.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are some good times to use the Rare CEO Founder Email Strategy: !
• When you really want feedback from customers 
• When you’re making big changes to your company or products 
• When you want to celebrate a company milestone or welcome a new customer 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Put one of your employees in charge of all client communication. Your goal is to phase yourself out so 
that your customers become accustomed to only hearing from you when you have something really important to 
tell them, when you need their help, or when you want to welcome them or show them your appreciation.  !
Step 2: Re-train your customers and help them understand who their new point of contact is. If your company is 
still small, set up an introduction call with each client and whoever you put in charge of client communication. !
Step 3: Begin your new phase of only reaching out to people for select occasions. It’s simple, but it’s a great way 
to boost engagement, build trust throughout your team, and get the focused attention of your customers when 
you need to. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Yesware 
• Google Apps For Work 
• Campaign Monitor

Recommended Reading 
!
• This Case Study From Karma 
• Welcome Emails From Founders Examples 
• How To Ask For Customer Feedback
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The Visible Phone Number Hack  
!

!
With so many other great ways to communicate with customers these days, it can be tempting to hide your 
company’s phone number from prospects and customers, or even get rid of your office phones all together. But 
you’d be surprised to learn how many SaaS and online companies are putting phone numbers back on their 
websites. Why? Because as it turns out, talking to people on the phone can be a pretty effective way to boost 
conversions. If your numbers weren’t where they needed to be last quarter and you’re looking for a much-needed 
boost, give the Visible Phone Number Hack a try.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Visible Phone Number Hack:  !
• The LessAccounting Case Study 
• The Case Study From Flowr 
• The Visible Phone Number From Groove (Source: Groove)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Before flipping the listed phone number switch back on, make sure you have enough team members to 
manage calls. If needed, give them a training session on how to speak with customers on the phone, and purchase 
any equipment they’ll need in order to do their jobs (like headsets).  !
Step 2: When you’re ready, put your main phone number back on your website, in your email signatures, and 
wherever you think it should be. If you’re using Intercom to communicate with users, add your phone number to 
your prompts.   !
Step 3: Start letting your customers and website visitors know that they can call you if they have questions or 
need help. Focus especially on trial users in an effort to boost conversions. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Google Voice 
• Intercom 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Why You Should Provide Phone Support 
• Do Phone Numbers Affect Conversions? 
• This Case Study From KISSmetrics 
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The Targeted Social Ad 
!

!
To get the most out of participating on social media sites like Facebook and Twitter, you have to be willing to 
spend some money. Some people might try to convince you otherwise, but from our experience, it has to happen 
in order for it to be effective as a conversion tool. To reach more prospects, increase website traffic, and build 
brand awareness for your company, you need to create and launch Targeted Social Ads. Fortunately, in most cases 
you don’t need to spend an arm and a leg in order to start seeing ROI from your ad campaigns. But you have to 
know what you’re doing, and you have to know who your customers are.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of The Targeted Social Ad:  !
• The BarkBox Facebook Case Study 
• The Pact Coffee Twitter Case Study 
• The Zagg Youtube Case Study

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide which social media site you want to run ads on. Ideally, you should go where your customers are. If  
you’ve been trying to make Twitter work and you’re just not getting anywhere, invest more time and resources 
into Facebook. Or vice versa.  !
Step 2: Once you’ve picked the site you want to run ads on, go through the recommended reading article we’ve 
provided below to learn how to create and manage your targeted ads. Next, think about what kind of ads you want 
to create for your audience. Gather any graphics or photos you want to use in your ads.  !
Step 3: Build your ad. Remember to try to be as specific as possible with who you’re trying to reach. With each 
tool you can get pretty specific. Launch your ads and evaluate their effectiveness overtime.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• Targeted Facebook Ads 
• Targeted Twitter Ads 
• Targeted YouTube Ads

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Target Prospects on Facebook 
• How To Drive Conversions on Twitter 
• YouTube Advertising For Beginners
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The Net Promoter Score 
!

!
You might not have realized it at the time, but you’ve probably answered a Net Promoter Score (NPS) Survey 
before. The Net Promoter Score is a simple way to find out how loyal your customers are, and how willing they are 
to recommend your company to one of their friends. Based on their answers, the people who answer NPS surveys 
are put into one of three buckets: the Promoters, the Passives, and the Detractors. The test is meant to teach you 
more about your customers and your company. It’s a simple tool for fueling future growth.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of The NPS Survey:  !
• The NPS Survey From Groove (Source: Groove) 
• The NPS Survey From Baremetrics (Source: Baremetrics) 
• The NPS Survey From Dollar Shave Club (Source: KISSmetrics)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: If you want to start tracking your NPS score, start by reading through the articles listed in the 
recommended reading section below. The first article is particularly helpful in illustrating how to use the feedback 
you get to fuel growth.  !
Step 2: Sign up for one of the recommended tools below and build your NPS campaign. !
Step 3: Send the survey to a group of your customers. Evaluate feedback and results, and think about what 
changes can be made in order to improve your score and grow your business.  !!

Recommended Tools 
!
• Qualaroo 
• SurveyMonkey 
• Promoter.io

Recommended Reading 
!
• The NPS Case Study From Groove 
• What Is The Net Promoter Score 
• Understanding The Net Promoter Score
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The Timely Holiday Offer 
!

!
One of the best times to send emails to your users is during the holidays. It’s true that on holidays your users are 
probably get inundated with emails, but a lot of people don’t actually mind that much. In fact, they look forward 
to the opportunity to take advantage of the special offers they know companies send out. It’s the same reason why 
people still go out and shop in stores on Black Friday. They know it will be madness, but the special deals make it 
worth it. If you want to boost conversions over the next big holiday, try sending out a Timely Holiday Offer.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few best times of year to send out offers: !
• The Offer Email From 500px (Source: VERO) 
• The Offer Email From Amazon (Source: VERO) 
• The Offer Email From ebay  (Source: VERO)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: The first thing you need to do is decide what you want to offer. For ideas, take a look at the 3 examples we 
provide above. !
Step 2: Once you’ve decided on your offer, design your campaign in your email client. In order for your holiday 
offer to be successful, you need to take the time to theme your email to coincide with whatever holiday you plan 
to send it out over. Work with a designer to create some original graphics for your campaign to spice things up 
even more.  !
Step 3: Send your email out and see how it impacts your conversions. If it works, look for the next opportunity to 
send a similar email out—just be careful not to overdo it. Your offers will be less enticing the more often they are 
presented. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• AWeber 
• GetResponse 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• Creative Holiday Email Ideas 
• Create a Successful Campaign 
• Use Holiday Emails To Increase Sales
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The Same Post, Different Tweets Promotion Trick 
!

!
As mentioned earlier in this book, in order to get the most out of your content marketing and blogging efforts, 
you have to implement strategies that help extend the life of the content you create. A lot of companies make the 
mistake of under-sharing their content, and as a result, they never see the level of engagement or traffic that they 
expect. If you’re in a similar boat, you need to start using the Same Post, Different Tweets Promotion Trick. The 
trick is pretty simple: create a strategic promotion plan and mini-publishing schedule for every piece of content 
you create. To avoid coming across as spammy or lazy,  create a series of different messages to share with your 
blog post.

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of different tweets for the same post:  !
• Tweet 1 & Tweet 2 From Buffer 
• The Tweets From CoSchedule (Source: CoSchedule) 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Read through the first article we included in the recommended reading section. It gives you everything 
you need to develop a better process for promotion your blog posts.  !
Step 2: Try to create a promotion plan for your latest blog post. Follow the steps outlined in the CoSchedule post: 
Compose your alternate headlines and messages, create your distribution calendar, decide how you’re going to 
share the content (text only, photos, GIFs, etc.), then begin sharing your piece of content.  !
Step 3: Track engagement along the way so that you can make tweaks to your promotion plan. Try to learn as 
much about each social community as possible in order to get them to click through to your website.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Buffer 
• CoSchedule 
• Hootsuite

Recommended Reading 
!
• This Post From CoSchedule 
• Tweet Copy Formulas 
• Why You Should Repost Content
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The Content Ideation Research Technique 
!

!
When it comes to content marketing, the ideation phase is even more important than the promotion phase. 
Without a great idea, it’s hard to write great content, and bad content is not easy to promote. Fortunately, there 
are a number of tools and processes you can follow in order to come up with better content ideas for your blog 
posts. The Content Ideation Research Technique will help you come up with better content ideas. And when have 
strong content ideas, you have better content. And good content can lead to a better brand reputation, higher 
website traffic, and in the end, more conversions. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few Buzzsumo results we got when searching different topics:  !
• Posts About Content Marketing 
• Posts About Fitness 
• Posts About Food

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Pick one of the 3 tools below to use as your primary tool for ideation. All 3 tools are great, but we 
recommend that you work to become an expert at one tool, then add more into the mix down the road when 
you’ve got a working system down.  !
Step 2: Once you’ve picked your tool, go to the help section and start learning how to use it. Our favorite tool to 
use of the 3 listed is Buzzsumo, so if you asked us, we’d tell you to start there. !
Step 3: To form your own ideas, look for content that has done really well in the past, and think of how you can 
make it better or put a different spin on it. It’s also important that you take the time to actually read the posts 
that had such high traffic or high social engagement in order to get ideas about how to structure your own post. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Buzzsumo 
• Open Site Explorer 
• Quick Sprout

Recommended Reading 
!
• 95 Blog Post Ideas 
• Easy Blog Post Ideas 
• Getting Started With Buzzsumo
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The Ongoing Keywords List 
!

!
In order to build a successful startup, you have to know how to perform keyword research. You probably already 
know how important keywords are when it comes to bringing more traffic to your site and leads to your sales 
team, but you might not be as skilled as you wish you were in perfuming keyword research on your own. This tip, 
The Ongoing Keywords List, will help you gain a better understanding of how and why to perform keyword 
research for your business.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few keyword research case studies:  !
• The Case Study From Copyblogger 
• The Case Study From Copyhackers 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: If you haven’t yet created a keyword research document that you can refer to and update regularly, that is 
your first step. Your document doesn’t have to be anything fancy—whatever works best for you. We usually create 
most of our documents in Google Drive.  !
Step 2: Create a framework for categorizing your keywords. We really love the process that Beth Morgan outlines 
in the first document we included in the recommended reading section. Basically, she explains that you should 
create 6 different keyword categories that represent different levels of interest and intent.  !
Step 3: Use Google Keyword Planner to start building your keyword list. If you spend more time reading the 
articles we’ve linked to, it shouldn’t take too long for you to start getting the hang of things. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Google Keyword Planner 
• SEMrush 
• Open Site Explorer

Recommended Reading 
!
• Keyword Research the Smart Way 
• An SEO-Driven Approach To Content 
• Keyword Research: The Definitive Guide
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http://www.copyblogger.com/content-marketing-research-6/
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The UGC Growth Strategy 
!

!
One of the best ways to spark engagement and reach new audiences on social media sites like Facebook and 
Twitter is by creating user-generated content campaigns. User-generated content is content produced and shared 
by your followers, customers, or prospects. Most companies run these types of campaigns for three reasons: (1) 
because they help strengthen brand reputation, (2) because they do a great job of illustrating brand loyalty, and 
(3) because once they are set up, they don’t require a lot of ongoing management. 
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of UCG Campaigns:  !
• The Warby Parker Home Try-On Campaign 
• The Starbucks White Cup Contest  
• The Lululemon #thesweatlife Campaign

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide what kind of UGC campaign you want to launch on your social media sites. For this campaign to 
work, you really have to think about who your customers are. Your products should be the primary focus of your 
UGC campaign. To get an idea of what other companies are doing, take a look at the examples above.  !
Step 2: Once you’ve come up with your UGC campaign idea, start spreading the word. You can take the time to 
create a dedicated landing page for your campaign if you want (see the Lululemon example), or you can just run 
your contest on Twitter (see the Warby Parker example). It just depends on how much time and resources you 
have at your disposal.  !
Step 3: To get things moving, reach out to a few of your best or most loyal customers and ask them if they’d be 
willing to participate. Once you get the ball rolling, things should start picking up. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Instagram 
• YouTube 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• The GoPRo Content Strategy 
• Guide To User-Generated Content 
• Lessons From 4 Great UGC Campaigns
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https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WarbyHomeTryOn&src=typd
http://www.pinterest.com/starbucks/white-cup-contest/
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The Advanced Split-Test Facebook Ad 
!
!
!
We’ve written about the importance of running A/B tests on your website, your emails, and your blog posts, but 
there’s another area that we haven’t gotten to yet that deserves some attention: Facebook. As mentioned back in 
Tip #62, if you want to use Facebook as an effective conversion tool, you have to be willing to pay. By now you’ve 
probably spent some time learning the basics of creating and launching ads on Facebook—now we want to help 
you implement a more advanced strategy. Like all A/B tests, the goal of split-testing your Facebook ads is to 
determine which version of your ad converts better than the other.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Split-Testing on Facebook:  !
• The Hypothetical Split Testing From Wishpond 
• The Split Testing Example From ConversionXL (Source: ConversionXL) 
• The Split Testing Example From Dell (Source: Dell)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Create your first Facebook ad. This ad will be your control. Next, create a second ad to test against the 
first. There are five variables you can test with Facebook ads: Image, Title, Details, Body Copy, and Target 
Audience.  !
Step 2: Run the A/B test on your two ads in Facebook.  !
Step 3: Interpret the results you get and if desired, create more versions of your original ad to test in order to find 
the one that converts the best. For more help with Split-Testing your Facebook ads, read through the 
recommended reading articles below.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Facebook Ads Guide 
• Canva 
• Facebook Ads Tool From Wishpond

Recommended Reading 
!
• How to Split Test Facebook Ads 
• 5 Facebook Ad Split Tests 
• Optimize Your Facebook Ads
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http://blog.wishpond.com/post/64393992717/how-to-a-b-split-test-your-facebook-ads-to
http://conversionxl.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Split-Testing-Ads-1-e1400765326944.jpg
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The Original Graphics Hack 
!

!
One great way to boost social engagement on your social media pages is by creating original images to share with 
your followers . 
!
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are some types of images you could create: !
• Images for quote within your blog post 
• Images of your products 
• Images that include states or facts

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Come up with some ideas for images.  !
Step 2: Use Canva or Powerpoint to create your images.  !
Step 3: Share your images across your social media channels. !!!!!

Recommended Tools 
!
• Canva 
• Powerpoint 

Recommended Reading 
!
• The free images list from Buffer 
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http://Canva.com
https://blog.bufferapp.com/free-image-sources-list
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The Value-Based Video Series 
!

!
Remember back in Tip #50 when we wrote about repurposing your best blog posts into other forms of content 
that you can publish on other sites? If you’re ready to put that tip into action, consider pairing it with this tip—
The Value-Based Video Series. To implement them together, all you have to do is find a blog post series that 
you’ve published in the past and repurpose the content into a series of educational videos to share on YouTube. 
The Value-Based Video Series is a strategy that can be used when you want to build up your credibility and 
connect with prospective customers who are actively looking for answers to their problems. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Value-Based Video Series:  !
• The Video Series From Snagajob 
• The Video Series From Home Depot 
• The Video Series From Mint

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: You have 2 options here. You can choose to repurpose existing content from your blog for your video 
series, or you can just start fresh. Repurposing content will save you some time, but if you can’t find any blogs 
that you want to turn into videos, just come up with a new idea and content for your series.  !
Step 2: Write scripts for your videos and work on creating graphics or a slideshow presentation for your videos.  !
Step 3: Film your project, edit your videos using iMovie, and begin uploading them into a playlist one at a time. 
Promote your videos by sharing them with your followers, linking to them in your blog posts on your website, and 
sending them to your content promotion partners.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• YouTube 
• iMovie 
• PowerPoint

Recommended Reading 
!
• The Power of Video 
• How To Make YouTube Playlists 
• Video 101
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLI6K4_wS_t-rBC6mQlZ130s4oSBYZBz-R
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The Niche-Focused Forum Participation Technique 
!

!
If you want to connect with more like-minded people who can help you grow your business, try finding a niche-
focused forum to participate in. If you were to ask the average business owner where to spend time engaging with 
others online, he or she would probably mention Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn. It’s unlikely that forums would 
be included in the list. But forums can be great places to go to when you want to exchange ideas with others, get 
honest feedback about your products,  network with people, learn new skills, and find more customers. 
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of niche forums:  !
• Reddit Small Business 
• Quora Startups 
• Reddit Startups

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Look for forums to join by going to Google and typing [your topic] + forum in the search bar. You’ll get a 
lot of results and some will look better than others. Spend time navigating around discussion boards to decide 
whether or not it’s a good fit. You can also take a look at more popular and well-established forum community 
sites like Reddit and Quora when trying to decide which forum you want to participate in.  !
Step 2: When you find a forum that peaks your interest, try to find an “introductions” topic so that you can start 
things off by telling people a little about yourself and your company.  !
Step 3: Try to participate in discussions at least once per week. Then bump it up to twice a week. Then three 
times a week. The more time you can spend interacting with other people, the more credibility you’ll build. 
 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Reddit 
• Quora 
• Growthhackers

Recommended Reading 
!
• Etiquette For Posting On Reddit 
• Using Quora For Business 
• Tips For Using Quora For Business
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http://www.reddit.com/r/smallbusiness/
http://www.quora.com/Startups
http://www.reddit.com/r/startups
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http://blog.crazyegg.com/2013/10/05/quora-social-strategy/
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The Loyal Customer Surprise Gift 
!

!
As your business continues to grow and thrive, it’s important to take the time to thank the people who have 
helped get you to where you are now. If you’ve been feeling especially thankful lately, you should take the 
opportunity to send a surprise gift to one or a few of your most loyal customers. Sending surprise gifts not only 
shows your customers that you care, it also helps keep them loyal and usually gets them talking about you and 
your products to other people.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few other times when you could surprise a customer with a gift: !
• When they hit a big milestone (5 years as a customer)  
• When they refer you business  
• When you just feel like being spontaneous and generous 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Pick a handful of your best customers and find their contact information.  !
Step 2: Decide on the gift that you’d like to send them. You could send them a food basket, gift cards, tickets to a 
show or a sporting event, or something as simple as a handwritten thank you card.  !
Step 3:Send your gift and be sure to include a message letting your customers know how much you appreciate 
them and their business. !!!

Recommended Tools 
!
• Virtual Gift Cards 
• Handiemail 
• Christie Cookies

Recommended Reading 
!
• 25 Ways to Thank Your Customers 
• Creative Ways to Surprise Your Customers 
• 10 Ways To Say Thanks
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http://www.giftcards.com/virtual-gift-cards
https://www.handiemail.com/
https://www.christiecookies.com/
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The Helping Hand Hack 
!

!
Each customer will experience your product differently. A few customers will instantly understand your product 
and the rest will need help at different moments during their lifecycle. Instead of relying on support tickets to tell 
you when someone needs help, you can set up triggers in your app or website to alert you when problems arise 
and automatically reach out, before they ask.This is an easy way to boost conversions, reduce churn, and get 
customer feedback to help you optimize your website. Anytime a customer gets stuck during the sign up or 
payment process, you’re immediately there to help before they get the chance to leave. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the “Helping Hand” hack: 
!
• GrooveHQ 
• Kickstarter 
• Mailchimp 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Identify moments when a customer or prospect is having trouble or confused (i.e. starting to use a feature 
but not finishing, looking at a support, FAQ, or pricing page,or not logging in for a while). You can reach out to 
customers and review support requests to identify these problem areas. !
Step 2: Setup lifecycle messages (email, text messages, website notifications, handwritten notes, etc,) using the 
recommended tools. Use the website events and user behaviors you identified in the previous step as problem 
areas to automatically send out targeted messages to customers. !
Step 3: Write messages that guide the customer through the exact problem they’re having. Try to use plain text, 
write conversationally, and include specific user details like their name to encourage replies and boost 
conversions.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Autosend 
• Popcorn Metrics 
• Segment

Recommended Reading 
!
• Help Customers Before They Ask 
• How to Track Pre-Cancel Events 
• How to Use Text Messages to Retain Users
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https://blog.kissmetrics.com/using-red-flag-metrics/
http://reallygoodemails.com/retention/re-engagement-kickstarter/
http://www.apple.com
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http://www.popcornmetrics.com/
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The FAQ Blog Post Series 
!

!
The FAQ Blog Post Series is the perfect tip to implement when you’re getting a lot of the same questions over and 
over again from your customers and prospects. It’s great because it allows you to hit two birds with one stone: 
you’re able to create and publish high-quality content for your blog, and at the same time, you’re able to use the 
posts as a way to answer everybody’s questions all at once. It’s a win-win for your business. And because the 
series is all about your business and products,  it’s some of the easiest content you’ll ever have to create.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of FAQ Blog Posts:  !
• The Blog Series From LeadSpend 
• The Blog Series From Flintriver 
• The Blog Series From Tumbleweed Houses

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Make a list of the top 50 FAQ’s you get from people about your business or your products. If possible, try 
to chunk similar questions into groups of 10. If you can’t come up with 50, get more by reaching out to your 
customers and followers on Twitter, sending out emails, and asking people over the phone.  !
Step 2: Once you have your list of FAQs and you’ve chunked them into groups of 10, you’re ready to start writing. 
You’ll write a total of 5 blog posts for your series—one post for every group of 10 questions.  !
Step 3: Finish writing your first post and hit publish when ready. Publish one post a week until you’ve answered 
all of the 50 questions. Promote the content on social media, and put a link to the post in your Help center or 
somewhere else on your website for people to find. Keep the link handy in case you ever have to email it to 
someone on the fly. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Hootsuite 
• Google Forms 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Use FAQs To Boost Sales 
!
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http://wheniwork.com/blog/employee-scheduling-excel-template/
http://www.flintriver.co.uk/blog/item/66-how-to-design-a-website
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The Cold Email 
!

!
No one really enjoys sending out cold emails, but you learn to feel a lot less awkward and squeamish about it 
when you start to see some return. If you’re in the early stages of starting your business, cold emailing is often the 
only option you have while you work on building a more qualified list. The question is, how can you send better 
cold emails than the ones you receive (which are terrible). This tip will help you learn how to write great cold 
emails.  
!
!
Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of cold emails:  !
• The Best Cold Email Pitch From Hubspot 
• The Cold Email Case Study From Smartcuts 
• The Cold Email Pitch From Noah Kagan

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Review the examples of use and recommended reading articles provided on this page. A lot of them 
include some really good templates—templates that have already been tested. Feel free to take them and modify 
them a bit to add your own personal voice and style.  !
Step 2: Figure out who you want to send cold emails to. For example, your target audience might be small 
business owners in a specific geographic area. If that’s the case, you can hire someone on oDesk to help you 
quickly collect email addresses.  !
Step 3: Send your cold email. To save time, try using Streak. It’s one of the tools listed below. We’ve used it in the 
past for cold emails and it has worked pretty well! 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Yesware 
• Streak 
• oDesk

Recommended Reading 
!
• Cold Email Case Study 
• How To Write Great Cold Emails 
• Cold Email Templates
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http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-guest-post-pitch-example
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The Personalization Everywhere Hack 
!

!
One of the best ways to build trust and loyalty among your prospects and users is by adding personalization 
whenever and wherever possible. It seems like a simple concept, but you’d be surprised to know how many 
startups never take the steps to do something as simple as using a person’s first name in an email. But addressing 
people by their first names isn’t the only way you can make your users and prospects feel more comfortable when 
they’re interacting with your business. You can also personalize the experience your visitors have when they land 
on your website or use your app. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Personalization Everywhere Hack:  !
• Example 1 From KISSmetrics 
• Example 2 From KISSmetrics 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: The easiest step you can take to start testing how personalization impacts conversions is by using first 
names when you send any sort of email communication to your users or customers. This can be done manually, or 
it can be automated in your email client.  !
Step 2: Next, think about where on your website you could add personalization. Review the recommended tools 
below to determine if you can use any on your site. If you need some inspiration, take a look at the two examples 
above.  !
Step 3: Set up your account on one of the tools and learn how to implement it on your website. Begin paying 
attention to the impact personalization has on your conversion rates.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• Loopit 
• Barialliance 
• visitor.js

Recommended Reading 
!
• Benefits of Personalization Online 
• Personalization Tools 
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https://blog.kissmetrics.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/example-four2.png
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The FOMO Conversion Hack 
!

!
FOMO stands for Fear of Missing Out. It’s why you can’t help but check your Facebook status or email every 20 
minutes, even when you’re on vacation. FOMO is the uneasy feeling you get when you feel like you might be 
missing out on something that everyone else is doing. As a business owner, you can use FOMO as a tactic for 
boosting conversions and motivating your prospects to take action.  
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of FOMO:  !
• The Express Example (Source: Stephan Brady) 
• The Ru La La Example (Source: Stephan Brady) 
• The Social Media Marketing Resource Kit From Buffer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: You have to take time to develop a specific FOMO campaign that you can test on your users. For 
inspiration, look at the examples we provided above. Think about how you can create the perception of urgency 
and scarcity in relations to your products or your business.  !
Step 2: When you’ve decided on your campaign, create some visual graphics to use on your website, on social 
media, and in your email marketing campaigns. To add an extra layer of urgency to your email, consider adding a 
live countdown timer (we included one in the tools list below). !
Step 3: Start promoting your FOMO campaign. If you decide to share the campaign on Facebook, consider 
creating a few different versions of your offer. See which one people engage with. You can also run an A/B test on 
the subject line and copy you include in your email.

Recommended Tools 
!
• Canva 
• Countdown Timer For Emails 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• The FOMO Effect 
• Use FOMO In Your Copywriting 
• Use Scarcity/Urency To Drive Conversions
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The Better Email Signature 
!

!
Let’s face it, your email signature stinks. It’s boring. You can do better. And you should! If you spend a lot of your 
time emailing prospects, users, and partners, you should take the time to make a better signature than the generic 
one you have now. There are a few strategic ways in which you can use your signature to help drive conversions. 
This tip will give you a few ideas to move forward on.  
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of Better Email Signatures:  !
• The WiseStamp Signature Example 
• The htmlsig Signature Example 
• The Email Signature From Nicole at When I Work

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what else you could include in your signature besides your name, title, and phone number. 
We’re not asking you to go crazy and add every bit of information you can think of—but we do want you to think 
more strategically. For example, is there a great blog post you can link to in your signature? Or do you have a link 
to your free t-shirt form that you implemented after reading the first tip in this book? What about  link to your 
company’s explainer video? These are all ways you can engage with users and prospects in an effort to move them 
down the conversion funnel. !
Step 2: Sign up for one of the tools below to make a better signature. We’ve used WiseStamp before and it works 
pretty well! !
Step 3: Update your signature from time to time to test how people respond to different messages and links.

Recommended Tools 
!
• WiseStamp 
• htmlsig 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Art & Science of Email Signatures 
• 5 Signature Mistakes You're Making 
• Email Signature Do's & Don'ts
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The Quick Way To Perform Competitor Research 
!

!
You might not realize it, but there is A LOT of data out there about your competitors. Similarly, there’s also a lot 
of data about your business too. Smart business owners know how to find and use this data to convert more 
customers, increase web traffic, and build brand buzz. They know what to do to get a leg up on their competitors 
when it comes to marketing to and converting people. The problem for most business owners is that the idea of 
performing competitive research sounds a bit intimidating. But it doesn’t have to be. You can easily perform 
simple competitor research by using the resources and process outlined in this tip.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of competitor analyses:  !
• The Quick Sprout SEMrush Competitive Analysis 
• The QuickSprout Competitive Analysis 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: First we recommend that you read through the examples and recommended reading to gain a better 
understand of how to perform competitor research online.  !
Step 2: Next, make a list of all of your direct competitors. Put your list into a Google or Excel Spreadsheet that 
you can update over time.  !
Step 3: Finally, explore one or all of the recommended tools below. They’re all fairly easy to use and they all offer 
different data that you can use to steal ideas, customers, and traffic from your competitors. If you want to see the 
top two tools in action, take a look at the example links above. Collect as much data as you can for each of your 
competitors, analyze it, learn from it, and make changes because of it.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• SEMrush 
• Quick Sprout 
• Google Keyword Planner

Recommended Reading 
!
• Tools To Help You Spy on Competitors 
• Borrow Ideas From Your Competitors 
• How To Research Your Competitors
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The Endorsement From a Well-Known Hero 
!

!
As we mentioned in Tip #20, social proof can be an incredibly powerful tool when it comes to influencing 
purchasing decisions. Social proof usually comes from business data, like amount of customers, number of sales, 
and the companies and partners you work with, but social proof can also come from other places. Some 
companies, for example, attempt to build brand awareness and boost confidence by getting endorsements from 
well-known celebrities or industry leaders. Surprisingly, even a simple endorsement from a celebrity can be pretty 
effective when it comes to converting more prospects online.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of celebrity endorsements:  !
• The Neff Example (Source: ConversionXL) 
• The Seth Godin Example (Source: ConversionXL) 
• The Priceline Example (Source: ConversionXL)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Your first step is to decide if you even want to reach out to a celebrity in an attempt to get them to 
endorse your products or business. To come to a decision, you’ll have to think about who your customers and 
prospects are and what matters to them. Would seeing one of their heroes on your website influence their 
decision to buy from you in any way? If you don’t think you customers would care, table this tip for another time.  !
Step 2: If you do think your customers would care, your next step is to make a list of celebrities you want to reach 
out to. You should categorize them into an A list, a B list, and a C list. Your A-listers are your heroes. Your B and 
C-listers are still pretty great, but they are also a little more accessible than the people at the top of your list.  !
Step 3: Make a plan to reach out to the celebrities you pick. If they have a website, they probably have a media 
contact you can reach out to. Make a strong pitch and see if anyone on your list bites. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Yesware 
• Company Swag 
• Buzzsumo

Recommended Reading 
!
• Why You Should Get Testimonials 
• 4 Ways To Get a Celebrity Endorsement 
• Social Proof 101
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The PR Push Outreach & Pitch Strategy 
!

!
When you’re in the process of growing your business, you have to take any press you can get in an effort to build 
brand awareness and start connecting with qualified leads. Unfortunately, there’s about a million other startup 
owners just like you who are all battling for the attention of journalists and bloggers who might be willing to write 
a story about their business. Competition for attention is fierce, and the people you want to cover your startup 
usually don’t have a lot of extra time on their hands. The PR Push Outreach & Pitch Strategy can help you find 
the right people to cover your startup news.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few scenarios that you would use this strategy for: !
• When you’re preparing to launch new products 
• When you’re preparing to announce a new major partnership  
• When your company is doing something really awesome and meaningful for others 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Find journalists and bloggers who cover your niche. You can use a tool like MuckRack, but it’s pretty 
expensive. If you’re still trying to keep things pretty lean, we recommend you use Buzzsumo to find the right 
people. Make a list of reporters and bloggers that you’d like to reach out to.  !
Step 2: Come up with the pitch you want to send to the people on your list. It’s important that you pitch stories 
and not your products, even if it is your products that you want them to write about.  !
Step 3: Send individual, personalized emails to each person. Don’t send a bulk email, and don’t attach a press 
release. Just introduce yourself and be brief. If anyone bites, you can send them more information in your follow-
up email. If you’re targeting a pretty big list, you can use Streak to send out your emails. 

Recommended Tools 
!

• Streak 
• Buzzsumo 
• MuckRack

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Get PR For Your Startup 
• 5 Tricks To Getting Press For Your Startup 
• How To Get Press When You Launch
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The Blog RSS Email 
!

!
You might be blogging for your business, but are you actively working to build a list of email subscribers that you 
can send new content to on a regular basis? If not, you need to get started. In a lot of cases, the people who read 
your blog posts are also the same people who could benefit from using your products. When you take the time to 
set up a way for people to subscribe to your blog updates, you set yourself and your company up for future growth. 
The New Blog Post Email is a pretty quick and simple strategy to implement. But if you can get people to the point 
where they are comfortable receiving regular messages from you in their inbox, you’ll have a much easier time 
building trust and transforming them from passive readers into loyal customers. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the New Blog Post Email:  !
• The Blog Post Email From Buffer (Source: VERO) 
• The Blog Post Email From CoSchedule (Source: VERO) 
• The Blog Post Email From Help Scout (Source: VERO)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: The first step you need to take is go into your email client and design the RSS email template that you 
want to use for every new post you publish on your blog.  !
Step 2: Once you have that in place, you’ll want to create an opt-form to place in various locations on your 
website. You should definitely add it to your blog, but also consider adding it on one of your highest visited non-
blog website pages. You could also build an entirely separate blog subscription landing page that offers 
information to visitors on why they should sign up and what to expect.  !
Step 3: Once you have everything in place, start spreading the word and sending traffic to your rss opt-in forms.  !

Recommended Tools 
!

• Campaign Monitor 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• Campaign Monitor RSS To Email 
• MailChimp RSS To Email 
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The Conversion-Driven About Page 
!

!
We’ve spent a good amount of time talking about landing page optimization in this book, and it’s because it’s an 
essential skill that you have to learn to master as the founder of a startup. With that in mind, get ready for 
another landing-page focused tip. For this tip, we want to help you recognize the value of your About page. Most 
business About pages on the web look pretty similar to one another. They usually include some combination of a 
paragraph or two about the company,  a mission statement, and if you’re lucky, some actual photos of the people 
who work there! We want to encourage you to make something better for your website: An About page that 
actually converts. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of conversion-driven About pages:  !
• The Help Scout About Page 
• The Quick Sprout About Page 
• The Groove About Page

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: First, look through the 3 examples we provided above. Notice the differences and similarities between the 
3 pages.  !
Step 2: Think about what information you can include on your About page that would motivate one of your 
prospects to convert. Some ideas include your story, some powerful social proof statements, some testimonials, 
some pictures of your team, some strategic messaging targeted toward your prospects, and most importantly, a 
CTA button or opt-in form .  !
Step 3: Make a plan to redesign your About page and turn it into another tool that you can use to convert people. 
Publish a first draft of your About page, then use Optimizely and Google Analytics to find areas that can be 
improved upon. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Optimizely 
• Unbounce 
• Google Analytics

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Build Landing Pages That Convert 
• 12 Essentials of a High-Converting Page 
• Process For Building a Landing Page
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The “Let’s Be Weird” Marketing Campaign 
!

!
Sometimes being a little weird can pay off. As the owner of a startup, you have to constantly be thinking of new 
and creative ways to get the word out about your business. If you’re not afraid to go out of the box and color 
outside of the lines every now and then in an effort to build brand buzz and get in front of more prospects, then 
the “Let’s Be Weird” Marketing Campaign will be perfect for you. 
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of weird marketing campaigns:  !
• The Girls Don't Poop Video 
• Snagajob Interview Horror Stories 
• As The Schedule Turns From When I Work

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about a campaign you could launch to promote your business that some might find a bit weird or 
out of the ordinary. To get an idea of what we mean, look through the 3 examples provided above.  !
Step 2: Decide on the campaign you want to move forward with. Your goal should be to come up with an idea that 
gets people’s attention, but also does a fair job of promoting your products and your business. We recommend 
trying to create something funny or entertaining to share on YouTube.  !
Step 3: Do some pre-promotion leading up to the launch of your marketing campaign, package your project, and 
release it to the world!  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• iMovie 
• YouTube 
• Mailchimp (for capturing email addresses)

Recommended Reading 
!
• Weird Campaigns That Worked 
• Weird and Crazy Ideas That Worked 
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The 1-2-3 Onboarding Email 
!

!
You only have one chance to make a solid first impression when it comes to welcome emails. It’s your chance to 
start things off on the right foot by giving your users what they need in order to get the most out of your app or 
software. If you haven’t quite decided what you want the first email you send to a new user to say, we recommend 
using what our friend Jimmy Daly calls the 1-2-3 Method. Your welcome email should be relatively simple and to 
the point. The 1-2-3 Method can help you craft and email that stays true to those goals. 
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of free conversion tools:  !
• The 1-2-3 Twitter Email (Source: VERO) 
• The 1-2-3 Airbnb Email (Source: VERO) 
• The 1-2-3 Pinterest Email Source: VERO)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1:  In his VERO blog post, Jimmy recommends that you get started by thinking about what actions correlate 
with long and short term engagement. For example, you might know that your users need to fill out their profiles 
right away in order to be successful. If that is the case, your 1-2-3 Onboarding email should focus on helping them 
achieve that specific task and nothing else.  !
Step 2: Make a decision about what 3 steps or chunks of information you want to include in your welcome email. 
Remember to keep it as simple as possible. You can always send them a follow up email with more information 
down the road. If you need some inspiration, look at the examples provided above.  !
Step 3: Load your new welcome email into your email client and push it live.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• VERO 
• Intercom 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• The 1-2-3 Method 
• Lifecycle Email Marketing Guide 
• Great Welcome Email Examples
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The Never Eat Alone Strategy 
!

!
If you want to network with more people and build up your reputation, you should make it a habit to never eat 
alone. Although it can be tempting to want to work through lunch when you’re busy,  you’ll find that taking the 
time to meet with other business professionals and partners can be an effective way to grow your business.  
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
You should try to have lunch meetings with: !
• Potential partners 
• Other local business partners  
• Future employees 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Make time inn your schedule to have lunch with someone else at least twice a week.  !
Step 2: Reach out to people that you want to meet with for lunch and pick a date and time.  !
Step 3: Eat and take the time to network with the person you’re eating with. !!!!

Recommended Tools 
!
• Boomerang For Gmail  
• Yelp 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Never Eat Alone
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The “Aha! Moment” Optimization Phase 
!

!
In business, you can’t expect people to buy your product or sign up for your service until they’ve had their Aha! 
Moment. An Aha! Moment is when your value proposition finally clicks for your users. The point at which Aha! 
moments happen are different for every company. If you want to grow your business and convert more users, you 
have to find out what the Aha! Moment is for the majority of the people who sign up to try your product. Once 
you figure out what the Aha! Moment is for your customers, your job is to do whatever you have to in order to get 
people to experience it.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of free conversion tools:  !
• The Dropbox Aha Moment (Source: myTips) 
• See Aha Moments From Facebook and Twitter 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: You can make assumptions about your Aha! Moment, but the best way to really figure out what your users 
are thinking is to simple ask them. Make a plan to start asking for feedback from your customers about when it 
really clicked.  !
Step 2: To gather feedback, use one of the recommended tools below. !
Step 3: Once you feel that you’ve gathered enough feedback and you think you have a pretty good idea of what 
the Aha! Moment is for the majority of your users, the next step is to optimize your onboarding process in order 
to get more people to experience their Aha! Moment and recognize the value of the service you are providing. !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Qualaroo 
• Intercom 
• Zopim

Recommended Reading 
!
• The Aha! Blog Post From Trak.io 
• How To Find Your Products Aha Moment 
• Tools To Onboard New Users
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The Email Later Hack 
!

!
When you’re in the early stages of building your startup and a reputation for yourself, it’s important to try to 
connect with people who can help you get the word out about your new business. The problem is, the people who 
can often help you the most also happen to be the ones who have the busiest schedules. As a result, phone calls 
and emails can go unanswered, which can be frustrating when you’re trying to do everything you can do keep your 
new business alive. If you’ve been having a hard time getting ahold of important people lately, consider trying 
this tip out: schedule your emails to be delivered at a time when you know the people you’re trying to reach aren’t 
as busy. We call this the Email Later Hack. 

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few times when sending an email later could be beneficial:  !
• When you want to get ahold of a busy entrepreneur 
• When you want to get ahold of a reporter  
• When you need to reach out to potential investors 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Sign up for one of the tools below. Install in Gmail, then start learning how to use the tool.  !
Step 2: Schedule a test email to send at a later time to one of your other email addresses to make sure the tool is 
working properly before creating a send-later campaign for someone else.  !
Step 3: If the test email you sent was delivered with no problems, create send-later campaigns for the people you 
want to get ahold of. You should schedule your email to be sent in the evenings during the week, and early in the 
morning on the weekends. With any luck, you’ll get a response! !!

Recommended Tools 
!
• Streak 
• Boomerang For Gmail 
• Rightinbox

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Send Later In Boomerang 
• How To Send Later In Streak 
• How To Send Later In Rightinbox
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The Employee Happiness Hack 
!

!
The best way to make sure that your business grows is to keep your employees happy. If your employees aren’t 
happy, they aren’t loyal, and if they aren’t loyal, they can become a risk to your business. Go out of your way to 
make sure that your employees have everything they need to be happy and successful in their roles.  

Examples of Use 
!
Ideas for keeping your employees happy: !
• Rewarding them on occasion for big wins 
• Giving them a flexible work schedule  
• The Social Media Marketing Resource Kit From Buffer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what your employees want and need in order to be happy and successful in their roles.  !
Step 2: Develop a few strategies that you can implement from time to time in order to keep employees happy.  !
Step 3: Do regular employee engagement surveys using tools like TinyPulse. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• TinyPulse

Recommended Reading 
!
• Why Keeping Employees Happy Pays Off 
!
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The Lean Sign Up Form 
!

!
By now you’ve probably realized that as the owner of a startup, you pretty much have to be A/B testing all the 
time. If you’re still new to A/B testing you might not enjoy it much yet, but it won’t take long until you start to 
really love and appreciate getting to filter through and analyze all the data that you’re collecting at any given 
time on your website. If you’re looking for a new A/B test to run, look to your sign up forms. If your sign up form 
has more than 3 or more boxes that visitors need to fill out in our to sign up for your product, it’s time to test The 
Leaner Sign Up Form.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the lean sign up form:  !
• The Sign Up Form From Living Social 
• The Form From Neil Patel 
• The Sign Up Form From LaunchRock

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Find the primary sign up forms that exist on your site. As mentioned earlier, if any of them are have 3 or 
more boxes that visitors need to fill out, make a note to run an A/B test to see if a simpler, leaner sign up form 
could affect conversions in any way.  !
Step 2: By now, you probably have an Optimizely account. Go in and build your sign up form split testing 
experiment. !
Step 3: Let your experiment run for enough time before analyzing results. If your simple form performed better, 
switch it out permanently on your site. Remember: you can always ask for more information later. !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Optimizely 
• AWeber 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• Sign Up Form A/B Test Case Study 
• Simple Sign Up Forms 
• Split-test sign up forms in AWeber
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The Free Trial 
!

!
When you’ve spent so many long hours building your product and preparing your business for launch, the idea of 
giving your product away for free is sometimes the furthest thought from your mind. But out of any other strategy 
you implement, offering a 30-day free trial is probably one of the the best for driving sign ups. Most startups in 
the SaaS industry offer some sort of free trial to prospects, not because they are necessarily feeling generous, but 
because they know it’s worth it in the end. If don’t offer one yet, consider giving away free trials on your website. 
  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the free trial:  !
• 30-Day Free Trial From XERO 
• 14-Day Free Trial From CoSchedule  
• 30-Day Free Trial From Netflix

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: The first thing you need to do is decide how long you’d like your free trial offers to last. Some companies 
offer as little as a 7-day free trial, and others go all the way up to 60 days. If you need help deciding, read through 
the articles listed in the recommended reading section below. You’ll also need to decide whether or not you want 
to collect credit card information at the point when someone signs up for a free trial. For help, read through the 
last article in the list below.  !
Step 2: Next, you want to make sure you have the functionality in your product to give away free trials. Work with 
a developer to take the necessary steps.  !
Step 3: Once you’re ready, update your website and begin promoting your free trial. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• Good Data 
• Segment 
• Mailchimp (for capturing email addresses)

Recommended Reading 
!
• Free Trials vs Money Back Guarantees 
• The Best Free Trial Length 
• Free Trials  - Should You Require a Card?
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http://coschedule.com/sign-up
https://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-marketing-resources-kit
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The Us vs. Them Landing Page 
!

!
One final landing page that we wanted to mention in this book is what we call The Us vs. Them Landing Page. As 
you may have guessed, this is a type of landing page that you build in an effort to “steal” customers from your 
competitors. They are also used to convert people who haven’t yet made up their minds about which company to 
purchase from. Building pages that put down your competitors might seem a bit harsh when you think about it, 
but as long as you build them tastefully, you have nothing to worry about.  
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of competitor comparison pages:  !
• The Example From Everhour 
• The Example From XERO 
• The Example From Bloc

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: You’ll need to gather some information about your competitors so that you can compare things like 
features, price, and other areas where you differ.  !
Step 2: Next, you may want to perform a bit of competitive analysis and keyword research to make sure that you 
can optimize your landing page for search.   !
Step 3: Once you have everything you need, build your comparison landing page. If you want to see how other 
companies are doing it, take a look at the examples provided above. Share your new landing page on social media, 
in your emails, and anywhere else you can think of.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Google Keyword Planner 
• SEMrush 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Steal Your Competitor’s Customers 
• Creating The Ultimate Landing Page 
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https://everhour.com/blog/online-time-tracking-software-everhour-vs-harvest-vs-toggl/
https://www.xero.com/us/quickbooks-alternative/
https://www.bloc.io/programming-bootcamp-comparison
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http://unbounce.com/landing-pages/checklist/
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The Integration Partners Strategy 
!

!
In business, partnerships matter. If you run a SaaS startup and you’re looking for new ways to grow, consider 
finding the right integration partners to help take you to the next level. Integration partnerships exist when two 
companies find a way for their apps or products to work together in a way that is beneficial.  
!
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of integrations:  !
• ZenPayroll Integrations 
• Groove Integrations 
• Segment Integrations

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Do your research and pick the right partners. You’re going to find that there are a lot of opportunities out 
there that you could pursue. If you find another company and can prove a use case for an integration, reach out to 
them.  !
Step 2: Work together to build your integration. You should also take the time to bring your marketing team into 
the mix for when the time comes to get the word out about the new integration.  !
Step 3: Launch your integration, tell your customers about it, and start tracking data. Make improvements along 
the way. If you enjoyed the experience and you can see the value, reach out to another company that you would 
like to integrate with.  

Recommended Tools 
!
• a skilled developer 
• a marketing team 
• a business development head

Recommended Reading 
!
• Grow Your Integrations Partnerships 
• The Groove Integrations Case Study 
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https://zenpayroll.com/integrations
https://groove.groovehq.com/knowledge_base/categories/3rd-party-integrations
https://segment.com/integrations
http://blog.formstack.com/2012/growing-partnership-constant-contact-yielded-big-results/
https://www.groovehq.com/blog/slack-integration
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The Team Spotlight Video 
!
!
!
Producing and sharing a team spotlight video can be a great way to get the word out about your business and 
boost confidence among your customers and prospects. In business, people like to know that their working with 
real human beings. Take the opportunity to showcase the talent you have on your team by featuring them 
individually or as a group on video.  
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of team spotlight videos:  !
• The TOMS Shoes Customer Service Team Video 
• Panera Baker Video 
• The Social Media Marketing Resource Kit From Buffer

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide what kind of video you want to make to showcase your your team.  !
Step 2: Plan a day to film at your office or somewhere else near by.  !
Step 3: Produce you video, upload it to your website, and share it with your social media followers.  !!!!!

Recommended Tools 
!
• iPhone 
• iMovie 
• YouTube

Recommended Reading 
!
• 5 Videos Your Company Needs Right Now 
!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksCGpJPzF9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTgBop9d2PY
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The Upgrade Offer 
!

!
If you own and operate a SaaS business, one of the jobs you have to take on from time to time is figuring out how 
to motivate your users to upgrade. One great way to do so is by sending them an upgrade offer email. In order for 
your users to be willing to upgrade, they have to trust you, and they have to believe that your product is valuable 
enough to invest in. You can persuade them in your email by making sure you write compelling copy that 
converts, include some social proof to boost confidence, and of course, include links that send people directly to 
the actual upgrade screen in your app.  

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of upgrade offers:  !
• The Upgrade Offer From Buffer (Source: VERO) 
• The Upgrade Offer From Spotify Source: VERO) 
• The Upgrade Offer From Todoist Source: VERO)

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: As mentioned in the introduction, you need to start things off by writing copy for your email. Take some 
time to think about what you can say to motivate your users to take action. The trick is make your offer clear 
without being too forceful.  !
Step 2: After you have your copy. start gathering anything else you want to include in your email, such as social 
proof logos, images of features or anything else that you think could help you seal the deal.  !
Step 3: Create your email and send it off individuals whose trial is about to end. Try to grab them before they go.  !!

Recommended Tools 
!
• VERO 
• Intercom 
• Mailchimp

Recommended Reading 
!
• This Blog Post From VERO 
• The Secret To Upgrade Emails 
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The Give Back Hack 
!

!
At some point, you’re business is going to be in a position where you can give a little bit back to others. In our 
experience, it’s always the right move, not just for the outside publicity that comes along with supporting  a cause 
or multiple causes, but also for the added benefit of boosting employee and customer morale. If you’re in such a 
position now, look for opportunities to give back.  
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are some ideas of ways you could give back: !
• Choose a local organization to support  
• Give your product away for free to certain nonprofit groups who could benefit from using it  
• Partner with a bigger national cause and develop a donation match program

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Decide whether you want to support a local or national cause. Use Google and social media sites to find an 
organization that your company is interested in helping in some way.  !
Step 2: Once you’ve picked an organization to partner with, decide how you and your company can help. Options 
include donating financially, donating your time, or in some special causes, donating the use of your products.   !
Step 3: Once you have your plan in place, put it into action. !!

Recommended Tools 
!
• VolunteerMatch 
• Twitter 
• Idealist

Recommended Reading 
!
• Why You Should Support a Charity 
• Why You Should Build a Culture of Giving 

Back
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http://www.volunteermatch.org/
https://twitter.com/
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The Industry Report 
!

!
If you want position yourself as an expert in your field, a great way to do it is by creating an industry report to 
share with your partners, followers, and customers. As an added bonus, the more you research the market you 
work in, the more it will benefit your own business. 
!
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the industry report:  !
• The TinyHR Report 
• The ADP Job Report 
• The Hubspot Report

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about your market and a question you want to answer. From there, start forming some potential 
ideas for industry reports that might be worth creating.  !
Step 2: Compare other industry reports to get ideas about how you want to put your own report together, Decide 
if you want to use data from your own company and customer base, or if you need to go elsewhere to collect data.   !
Step 3: Work with data and design professionals to develop your industry report. Build a landing page for your 
report and require visitors to enter their information to download your report. Promote your new landing page 
and report with your social media followers, with your partners, with your customers, and with your prospects.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Adobe Creative Suite 
• A data scientist 
• A designer 

Recommended Reading 
!
• Researching Your Market 
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http://www.tinyhr.com/2014-employee-engagement-organizational-culture-report
http://www.adpemploymentreport.com/2014/November/NER/NER-November-2014.aspx
http://www.stateofinbound.com/
http://www.adobe.com/
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/43024
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The Exit Interview 
!
!
!
Seeing a customer leave is never a fun experience. When unhappy customers leave, you have to be able to put 
aside any personal feelings you might have and recognize the situation as an opportunity to learn. If you want to 
improve customer experience and retention over time at your business, you should make a habit of conduction 
exit interviews with customers who have made the decision walk away.  
!
!

Examples of Use 
!
Here is a great exit interview case study to read: !
• The Exit Interview Case Study From Groove 
!

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Think about what kind of questions you want to ask your customers before they go. Your goal should be to 
figure out why your customer is leaving, what went wrong, and how you can make improvements going forward.  !
Step 2: If you can’t perform your exit interviews in person, use a tools like Qualaroo or Google Forms to create 
your exit survey.  !
Step 3: When a customer makes it known that they know longer wish to do business with you, ask them if they’d 
be willing to provide feedback by filling out your exit interview form. Review feedback and determine if there are 
any improvements that can be made at your business.  !

Recommended Tools 
!
• Qualaroo 
• Google Forms 

Recommended Reading 
!
• How To Retain Users 
• Questions You Should Ask Customers 
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The Win-Back Email 
!

!
If your business is like a lot of businesses out there, you probably have contact information stored somewhere for 
customers who—for whatever reason—chose to stop buying your products or doing business with you. Some 
companies never do anything with this list. But smart business owners realize the opportunity that still exists 
with this group of people. They know that in a lot of cases, it’s easier to sell to people who are already familiar 
with their business and products than it is to convert someone new. Enter the Win-Back Email. It’s your chance to 
reach back out to former customers and convince them that they still need you.   

Examples of Use 
!
Here are a few real-world examples of the Win-Back Email:  !
• The Verizon Win-Back Email 
• The Groove Win-Back Email  
• The Netflix Win-Back Email 

How To Implement This Tip 
!
Step 1: Identify, or segment, the people that you want to reach out to. Start with customers who have canceled or 
stopped doing business with you sometime within the last 60-120 days.  !
Step 2: Craft your email. To make it as lean as possible, go plain-text. You can always add the bells and whistles 
later. You can send your email manually, or use one of the automation tools we list below. You’ll have the best 
chance of persuading your former customers to come back aboard if in the email you (1) highlight any new 
features you’ve added, (2) give them a special offer, (3) include a strong CTA (call-to-action).  !
Step 3: Send the email off, see if anyone bites, and make adjustments accordingly based on the results you see. 

Recommended Tools 
!
• VERO 
• Customer.io 
• Segment

Recommended Reading 
!
• A 101 Guide To Email Marketing 
• 20 Tips for Dramatically Better Emails 
• 8 Steps to Write Email Copy that Converts
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